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GENERAL

COLUMN

From the Word

Editor's letter

Planning & planting time?

A

fter a recent typo, the importance of a single letter was
emphasised once again. It can change the meaning of a
word, paragraph or even a whole message. The spelling
error in this instance, planting time as planning time,
does contain some truth.
This is the time we have to work hard to be ready to plant. It is said
that when a seed is planted, the field is planted. But we also have to
plan - as simple as it may sound to plant a seed, a number of other
aspects have to be considered as well. We experience the impact of
discussions regarding expropriation of land without compensation,
the country is officially in a recession and the 2019 election is around
the corner. Amongst all of the above, we have to plant as well.
It made me think of 1 Corinthians 3, which deals with discord and
division, which we often experience in South Africa. However, we
should allow the Spirit of God to guide us, rather than merely ma
king a living as worldly people. The question is asked in this part of
the Scripture whether we are still worldly.
Read from verse 5: “What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul?
Only servants, through whom you came to believe—as the Lord has
assigned to each his task.6 I planted the seed, Apollos watered it,
but God has been making it grow. 7 So neither the one who plants
nor the one who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things
grow.”
We are all equal before God and we are rewarded according to
the work we do. What is important, however, is that we all serve
the Lord our God. Remember that although
producers plant the fields, we should first
and foremost be the fields of God and we
should move away from discord.
If we plan correctly (planning time) and
we plant correctly (planting time), we
will reap the fruits thereof.

Aubrey Kruger
EDITOR

Rev Willie Botha

Then and Now

Read: Ps126; Matth 9:36-38;
Luke 9:62; Prov 20:4

IN THIS STORY, two time periods apply:“Then” and “Now”.
Difficult times were experienced in the past. Some comments
indicate that it could even have been the time after exile.
There is value in not mentioning the specific situation from
which they were delivered, since the deliverance can then be
applied over a wider spectrum. The core is the actual deliverance. The joy and gratitude which accompany this situation, is
striking. There is laughter and singing and even other nations
testify about the work of the Lord.
But there is also a “Now”. Once again the situation is not
mentioned, to be universally applicable. Based on God’s deli
verance in the past, there is faith and confidence to approach
God once again. He has proved Himself to be reliable through
the ages. He fulfilled His promises time after time. God is able
to act in a paradoxical manner. Geographic borders do not
determine whether it will rain or not. Even in the dry Southern
country He changes dry riverbeds into roaring rivers.
Planting is hard work. During the Biblical times planting and
ploughing were often done at the same time. Wheat and barley were the most important crops, but sorghum and spelt
were also planted. The seed was sown first and then ploughed
into the soil. Another method was to plough first, sow next and
plough the seed into the soil at 90 degree angles over the first
plough lines. On slopes, hard places and amongst tree roots,
where the oxen could not plough, the soil was tilled with a
pick-axe. The ploughing was made worse by the cold, heavy
winter rain, when most of the work was done. He who sheers
away from ploughing, cannot expect a crop (Prov 20:4).
During drought, food meant to be eaten was taken from the
mouths to plant. The hope of a better crop made it all worthwhile.
Summer time is harvest time. Hard work was paying off and
no need to dwell on the hard work which preceded the harvest. It built character. Happiness and festivities characterised
the conclusion of the harvest. There was joy and gratitude.
The gathering of the harvest meant that God provided and it
improved our character.
The harvest is also used as a metaphore for the second coming of Christ in the New Testament. He comes with the expectation to find people who, despite circumstances, worked
hard and planting and who can share in His heavenly feast.
The cutting of the sower's bag and the tears made place for
heavenly glory.
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GENERAL
DID YOU KNOW?

Pieter & Tshepo

A characteristic of most
South African soils
is that they are
extremely vulnerable
to degradation and
have low recovery potential.
A characteristic of most South African
soils is that they are extremely
vulnerable to degradation and have
low recovery potential. Thus even
small mistakes in land management
can be devastating, with little chance
of recovery. It is estimated that 25%
of South Africa’s soils are highly
susceptible to wind erosion. These
include the sandy soils of the Northwest
and the Free State - the areas that
produce 75% of the country’s maize.

MASANOBU FUKUOKA

Source: http://awsassets.wwf.org.za/downloads/
facts_brochure_mockup_04_b

Author of the best-selling book:
The One-Straw Revolution
About happiness and farming.

‶When it is understood that one

loses joy and happiness in the
attempt to possess them, the
essence of natural farming will be
realised. The ultimate goal of farming
is not the growing of crops, but the
cultivation and perfection of human

″

e ..
h
t
Via pevine.
gra

‶The country belongs to all of us,

black and white. The implementation of land reform must not result in
racial polarisation, it must not pose a
threat to the agricultural sector, food

″

security and the economy.

‶The soil does not discriminate. If

″

then is somewhere in the middle.

BRIAN ANGUS

Deputy President of South Africa
Speaking at the land summit in Bela-Bela.

CEO Joburg Market
At AFASA conference.

you plant well, something will grow.
The produce, no matter what it is,
does not discriminate. The problem

beings.

DAVID MABUZA

AYANDA KANANA

Pioneer who brought the Wagyu-breed to
South Africa.
During the 2018 Senwes Future Focus at
Nampopark.

‶Ignore the aspects over which

you have no control - young farmers
must not hesitate to plant and to be
positive about land and land issues
- food has to be produced.

″

CYRIL RAMAPHOSA
President van Suid-Afrika
Speaking at AFASA Gala Dinner.

‶Agriculture warrants support from

government. In a number of sectors, government has seen the need
to intervene, but in agriculture,
we are still on our back foot and I

″

would like us to step up.

‶Farming is challenging and it requires patience and dedication. You must understand that the yield can be very
small. That is why everyone who wants to get involved in production must have a passion for it.″
– SIPHIWE SITHOLE Founder and CEO of African Marmalade –
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NEWS

Senwes Sponsors
Historical Land Summit
All roads led to the Land Solution Summit, sponsored by Senwes and hosted by
Landbouweekblad on 23-24 August at the Wildswinkel Auction Hall in Bela-Bela. The
event has been hailed as “Land Reform’s Codesa moment” and “a historical event” by
some participants and observers.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

S

enwes Group CEO and current Agbiz Chairman Francois
Strydom, said Senwes was
proud to sponsor the event
“because it is solution-driven.” When
asked about his impressions of the twoday event and the significance of the
presence of Deputy President David
Mabuza, Rural Development and Land
Reform Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane
and Deputy Director Mike Mlengana,
Francois said:
“The timing was immaculate, and not

by design, but by default, the events of
the ten days prior to the summit moved
the whole initiative around land to a point
where government understood that they
had to intervene very seriously. We were
contacted by Nkosozana Zuma (Minister
in the Presidency), who arranged for us
to see Paul Mashatile (ANC TreasurerGeneral) and Deputy President David
Mabuza, while on the same day, some of
our members (Agbiz) also saw President
Cyril Ramaphosa.”
“It’s very positive that the deputy
president was there, accompanied by
the minister and also the DG, whom we
know is hugely positive about agriculture.
We are at a very significant point in the

Agri SA President Dan Kriek, Deputy President David Mabuza and Rural Develop
ment and Land Reform Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane at the Land Summit.
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history of our country. This is the biggest
challenge that we’ve had since 1994, no
doubt, and the way we are tackling the
problem, makes me very hopeful.”
“I’ve just been overwhelmed by all
the success stories. We said at Nation
in Conversation that we need to promote
these stories…that’s the response I’ve
been getting from everyone here…we did
not know that there were so many success stories out there.”
Francois cautioned, however: “It was
Nixon (former American president) who
said that the most dangerous thing is
when government says we’re here to
help you. It is not government’s role to fix
everything. Yes, they have a role to play,
but the country belongs to us all and we
must all make it work. My view point on
this is that either you’re at the table or
you’re on the menu. We made the choice
to be active in designing the future and
this has always been our approach in our
business – and to this important matter it’s
exactly the same.”

Agbiz Chairman
and Senwes
Group CEO
addresses the
Land Summit
on sustainable funding
models.

JOU VISIE,
Presisieboerdery is ‘n kombinasie van tegnologie wat produsente in staat stel
om insetmiddele meer areaspesifiek toe te dien as wat voorheen op groot skaal
prakties haalbaar was.
‘n Bestuurshulpmiddel wat die produsent in staat stel om die optimum
finansiële opbrengs op beleggings te realiseer vir elke area of sone binne ’n
boerdery-eenheid. Skakel ons inbelsentrum by 018 464 7550/3.
Breek nuwe grond.

A
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AGRICULTURAL

Precision technology
and successful plant action

Successful and optimal crop yield is the result of interaction between soil (physics,
chemistry and biology), crop (soil and climate requirements and characteristics),
climate (in respect of which rainfall intensity and distribution are critical), management

and technology (tractors, implements and precision equipment). What must the producer
do to manage al this elements effectively?
 By Petrus van Staden
Precision Farming Specialist and
Lourens Janse van Rensburg
Cerealis Area Manager

O
SOIL

ptimal production starts with
precision maps of soil texture,
soil depth, bulk density and
plant available water capacity.
The chemical maps are used for variable
nutrient application.

TECHNOLOGY
Successful value addition to the investment
in variable application maps is determined
by the planter and the technology which it
is equipped with.
The purpose of the planter is to place
seed in the soil and to create an environment which is conducive to simultaneous
germination, emergence and an almost
100% exposure of all plants to sunlight.

CROP
The choice of crop is determined by natural resources, financial considerations and
long-term strategy. The building of organic
matter for the improvement of soil physical
and chemical properties by means of crop
rotation should be considered in order to
decrease risk and to ensure long-term sustainability.
The objective of cultivar choice is to
limit risk and is based on product information from seed companies and national
cultivar trials.
CLIMATE
Soil temperature, soil moisture, rainfall and
the midsummer drought are the factors
which determine which crop/cultivar should
be planted when.
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This requirement for optimal seed and
fertiliser placement is critical for optimal
uptake of nutrients, growth and conversion
of light and chemical energy to yield.
A planter has one chance only every
season. Give yourself the best chance. The
old statement of "to measure is to know"
is applicable in this respect. Precision
Planting has developed technology in
terms of which the efficiency of any planter

AGRICULTURAL | LANDBOUKUNDIG
AGRICULTURAL
TIPS
Potential problem/loss

Cause

Simultaneous germination

Residues in planting furrow, seed coulters not working
optimally, poor seed-to-soil contact, varying depth and
placement of seed, poor closing of planting furrow, incorrect downforce, excessive compaction next to planting
furrow, soil moisture and heat transfer from soil to seed.

Skips & doubles

Topography, speed, measuring mechanism, seed size
and form. Lack of maintenance on planter, vacuum not
optimal for seed concerned, correct plate, chains must
be replaced regularly.

Spacing

Plant speed, type of delivery mechanism, bumpy planter
unit, worn bushes, faulty bearings, chains which are hard
and old.

Correct plant population

Soil potential, incorrect gear selection, incorrect tyre
pressure, old chains which are stretched out could fall
off.

Correct placement of fertiliser.

Besides causes already mentioned - correct calibration.

and the financial impact thereof can be
determined. It also gives an indication of
where the weak link is. The latter should be
addressed in order to increase profitability.
It is no longer necessary to grope about

in the dark or to run huge risks with very
expensive inputs.
Know what your planter does per row clean planting furrow, correct pressure on
the soil, sufficient moisture in the planting

furrow, soil temperature, population, singulation, spacing, vacuum reading, correct
fertiliser placement per row and per zone
per product, correct application of insecticide per row and per zone. Why be 80%
effective if you can be 99% effective? It
has the potential to make the difference
between 6 tons and 8 tons.
Cerealis (office) +2718 632 0362
Cerealis: Lourens Janse van
Rensburg (Area Manager; Free
State , KwaZulu-Natal & Eastern
Cape)
+2782 859 5982
Senwes: Precision Farming: Petrus
van Staden (Precision Farming
Specialist)
+2776 219 3778
Senwes Precision Farming::
Etienne Nel (Manager: Precision
Farming) +2783 298 1553
Senwes Equipment:
Basie Jordaan (Sales Manager:
John Deere) +2783 447 3379
Points to check in respect
of the vacuum seed
measurement mechanism.
http://senwes.co/SE1810
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President Cyril Ramaphosa:

“The Nation is in
Conversation”

Senwes proudly sponsored the African Farmers’ Association of South Africa (AFASA)

agri-business transformation conference, where stakeholders in the agricultural sector
gathered to share experiences and come up with possible workable solutions on how to
bridge the gap between the haves the have nots in the farming industry.
 By Kefiloe Manthata
Senwes Graduate

A

mong the key speakers was
President Cyril Ramaphosa
who, while speaking at the
gala dinner, praised AFASA
for being a voice for black farmers since
its inception. He commended the farmers
challenging stereotypes that exist about

black farmers.
“You are dispelling this narrative that
black people can only ever be subsistence farmers. You are giving evidence
that black people are able to make a
success of farming and are also able to
sustain their livelihoods and that of their
workers.”
Speaking as a farmer himself,
Ramaphosa assured them that he under-

From left to right are Mike Mlengana (Deputy Director General Agriculture)
with Pitso Sekhoto (AFASA Free State Chairperson), Motsepe Mohlala
(Former AFASA Chairman), Benedict Modise (Director: Transformation at
NWK) and Julias Ramohlabi (Senwes Manager: Developing Farmers).

stood and related to the problems that
they all face. “It took me three years to
obtain a water licence just to grow maize.
So when you talk, you are talking about
challenges I know and understand fully.”
The president also conceded to being
aware that government needs to do more
to support agricultural progression in the
country. “Agriculture warrants support
from government. In a number of sectors,
government has seen the need to intervene, but in agriculture, we are still on the
back foot and I would like us to step up.”
The president appealed to the farmers

Sifiso Buthelezi, Deputy Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry.
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Die allernuutste benadering
tot knaagdierdoders

Selontra

®

Ongeag die aard van jou onderneming, bied BASF jou die
nuutste tegnologie in knaagdierdoders. As ’n antikoagulantvrye oplossing is dit veiliger as bestaande knaagdierdoders,

President Cyril Ramaphosa seated with Deputy Minister Sfiso
Buthelezi, AFASA President Vuyo Mahlati, Dr Mahlati and AFASA
Chairman Neo Masiteng.

maar ook uiters smaaklik. Dit verseker Selontra® as ’n
allesomvattende oplossing wat selfs die hardnekkigste
knaagdierpopulasies beheer vir gemoedsrus in jou
Geïntegreerde Plaagbestuurstelsel.

Selontra® – slimmer as knaagdiere.

“We must stand up united and say no to
stock theft. No to farm murders and no to
farmers ill-treating their workers. If you want
to go fast, you go alone, but if you want to go
far, we go together.”

present to work together with government to bring about the changes
they wish to see happen. In his speech, Ramaphosa addressed the
issue of land reform and explained the importance of healing past
wounds in order to move the country forward.
“If there is an issue that is being discussed through the length
and breadth of the country, it is the issue of land and, maybe those
who have land, are beginning for the first time to understand the
impact of the injustices of the past. The nation is talking. The nation
is in conversation,” he said.
The concurrent sub-theme of the conference was unity. Speaker
after speaker spoke about the importance of working together to
bring about positive change. AFASA President Dr Vuyo Mahlati
strongly encouraged black and white farmers to remain united in
challenging the problems that they all face.
“We must stand up united and say no to stock theft. No to farm
murders and no to farmers ill-treating their workers. If you want to
go fast, you go alone, but if you want to go far, we go together.”
At the end of the three-day conference, farmers were left with a
sense of hope that things may change for the better as every government official spoke promisingly about a commitment from government to support and advance agriculture in South Africa for the
good of all those who live in it.

uppe marketing A18551

– DR VUYO MAHLATI, AFASA PRESIDENT

Uitoorlê knaagdiere:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volledige beheer binne 7 dae.
Laer risiko vir kontaminasie en residu’s.
Uiters smaaklik en word bo ander kosbronne verkies.
Bevat die natuurlike eetlusdemper, cholecalciferol.
Beheer 100% antikoagulant-bestande knaagdiere.
Minimaliseer nie-teiken en sekondêre vergiftiging.
Stabiel in bedompige, warm en koue omgewings.
Werk vinnig met minder aas.

Pakhuise
& Fabrieke

Konstruksie

Kos &
Spyseniering

Pluimvee, Varke, Beeste
& algemene Landbou

BASF Suid-Afrika (Edms) Bpk Sestiendeweg 852, Midrand, 1685 Tel: +27 11 203 2400
Faks: +27 11 203 2461 Webtuiste: www.agro.basf.co.za Mobiele webtuiste: m.agro.basf.co.za
@BASF_Africa
BASF.Africa
Selontra® Rodent Bait: Reg. Nr. L10101 (Wet Nr. 36 van 1947) bevat cholecalciferol 0,75 g/kg. Skadelik.
®
Selontra is ’n geregistreerde handelsmerk van BASF. Verwys asseblief na die
produketiket vir volledige gebruiksaanwysings.
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Senwes Equipment give tips for a
problem-free planting season
We, as the Senwes Equipment team, would like to wish you, our valued customer, a prosperous and problem-free planting season. We trust that you will have excellent yields and
good up-time in respect of your equipment.
 By Jacques Pretorius
Senwes Equipment: Manager:
Mechanisation Services

S

enwes Equipment workshops
would like to give you a few tips
and proposals in respect of your
John Deere planter and sprayer
for the upcoming season, which will bring
you the necessary peace of mind.
 Have you checked seed tubes and
metering units and has calibration
been done to ensure optimal plant
density and spacing?
 Have the necessary adjustments been
done on coulters (seed and fertiliser)
according to your requirements and
specifications?
 Have all drives and bearings been
checked and are they in working condition?
 Have hydraulic systems been
checked for possible leaks on your
planter and tractor and are all systems
in working order?
 Has your John Deere sprayer been
checked recently by your workshop
to ensure that the correct quantities of
herbicide and insecticide are being
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applied? Has a nozzle flow check
been done?
Has your planter monitor been tested
and adjusted to ensure the correct
application of seed and fertiliser if
variable planting is done?

Senwes Equipment workshops now offer
an inspection programme which ensures
a 70-point inspection of your John Deere
planter. This inspection will bring you
peace of mind to enter the planting sea-

son with the necessary confidence. A
150 to 200 point planter inspection is also
available for you John Deere combine,
tractor and harvestor for peace of mind
during the most important part of your
planting period.
Please be assured that you can
request assistance from any of our 18
Senwes Equipment business units in the
Senwes area.
For any enquiries, please contact your
nearest Senwes Equipment Workshop.
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The inspections can be done
throughout the year.



Less downtime for the client in
season.



Inspections are done by a qualified
John Deere technician.



Inspections can be done on the
farm.




Breakdowns in season will be less.



Parts can be delivered in time for
the machines.



New and used equipment can be
inspected.



The inspection programme will
benefit all the machines of the
client.



Positive effect on the value of the
machines.

A good proactive plan can be
scheduled for inspections.

Winning combination in
crop farming! Pieter Ferreira
and his father Piet.

PRODUCER FOCUS

Piet Ferreira

Staying in agriculture
While a lot of producers are upping and leaving, it is not the case at the Ferreiras.
Senwes Scenario visited producer Piet Ferreira.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

F

ive years ago, at the age of 63,
the farming operations of Piet,
or Piet Lentedou as he is known,
looked a lot different than it looks
today. Mercifully his son and son-in-law
decided to become part of the farming
operations. Pieter is a pilot and Cassie

12
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studied Forestry and Natural Resources
and they brought a new vibe to the farm.
Believe it or not, says Piet Lentedou,
there are three Piet Ferreiras who farm in
this sandy region.
THE BEGINNING
Piet started farming in 1975 when he took
over from his father Lou, who had a shop
in the area, Lentedou Cash Store. Lou was
the manager of the Senwes retail branch in

Tierfontein in 1947 and started farming in
1954, when he also established his cash
store.
Piet learned the basic principles of
farming from his father and other farmers
in the area. He started with 150 hectares
of wheat and 300 hectares of maize and
today, 43 years later, he has built up a
strong farming business. An interesting
fact is that his father attended the first
grain grading course at Senwes in 1940.

PRODUCER FOCUS

Piet believes that wind erosion, soil temperature and rainfall
are the most important aspects to consider when farming
COMPONENTS
They have adjusted the farming operations significantly since 2013. They initially
planted 95% maize and 5% wheat. In
2015 they started with 100 hectares of
sunflower and the year after, 40 hectares
of soybeans under irrigation. The farming
operations have changed so much that in
the 2018/2019 season they will be planting 37% maize, followed by 24% sunflower, 19% soybeans, 7% small white beans,
7% wheat and 6% of the fields will be left
fallow. "This is because the maize sum by
itself is not sustainable", Pieter and Piet
said.
His son Pieter handles the crop farming and his son-in-law Cassie handles the
pecan nuts, which they started planting
five years ago.
Cassie loves the pecan nut farming,
10 500 trees to be specific. According
to him his hard work over a number of
years will start paying off in a few years'
time. He plants Wichita and Navaho trees,
12 by 6 metres on 75 hectares for more
sunlight, and to utilise the soil and water
more effectively. When the trees become
too big, they will be thinned out. He also
believes in an infield nursery and replaces
damaged trees with trees of a similar age.
He carefully prunes the trees and tells
us: The branches are the factory, but the
trunk transports nutrients. His advice to
producers is: “Rather buy a R300 plant
than a R200 one, and rather wait a year in
order to plant a grafted tree.”
PHILOSOPHY
Piet has a ‘n threefold philosophy about
farming. He was an agricultural extension
officer in Bophuthatswana in 2013 and
believes that wind erosion, soil temperature
and rainfall are the most important aspects
to consider. After 40 years they have a
winning recipe to address all three issues.
When you walk in the fields you don't sink
into loose soil - you walk on crop residue
between the rows of stubble from previous

Pecan nuts are
Cassie de Vries'
passion.

seasons. Thanks to their 8-series John
Deere tractors and implements they can
plant two rows 76 cm apart, with the next
two rows 1,5 metres further.
Wind erosion: The stubble stops wind
erosion in its tracks and the only dust
clouds I can see are next to the dirt roads
leading to the fields.
Soil temperature: We compared the
soil samples below the residue with soil
samples not covered and the difference
was very evident - definitely degrees
cooler.
Rainfall: The soil was damp a mere
10 cm below the residue by the middle of
September, which means that the 500 mm
of rain per annum is being utilised more
effectively - all three aspects addressed!
They use the minimum tillage principle
and plant on the rows of two seasons past.
Last year's stubble is still standing. This
brings a totally new perspective to the
bare, hot and sandy image of this part of
the Free State.
As one digs deeper, believe it or not,
organic material is found. Piet's dream is to
have a perfect system - so perfect that his
grandchildren have to go to other farms to
see what the sandy area looks like. Pieter,
who was part of the 2018 Syngenta Grain
Academy, adds that he hopes to see an
earthworm or two.
SENWES
John Deere tractors and a scale model
in the showcase tell us that they are John
Deere and Senwes customers. Pieter tells
us that the RTK is particularly critical for
them and that no system touches it - price,
service and precision are outstanding.
They also have a production loan at
Senwes and a portion of their grain is marketed by Senwes. He makes special mention of his branch manager Gerhard van
der Ryst, agri-business manager Vonnie
Haarhoff and silo manager Jurie Maree:
“When I have a problem, they will definitely be able to solve it.”

BULTFONTEIN VIBE
They mention that there is a good vibe
amongst the producers who are part of
the Midde-In Study Group. They are currently planning an American tour.
MENTORS
He has 21 labourers and he believes
that knowledge has to be conveyed to
employees. They act as mentor for Ruben
Motlhabane, an emerging producer. “We
are his current mentors and we share all
14
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PRODUCER FOCUS
13 | Producer Piet Ferreira
information with him. He knows what I
know. What would it look like if he has a
poor crop and people hear that I am his
mentor?" Pieter and Piet also added that
they feel very good when Ruben is successful.
The advice of the trio to other producers is that one has no control over politics,
but producers should stand together and
fight for what they want. Piet also said:
“Learn as much as you can - then things
will happen on the farm as a result of hard
work and by God's grace". The farming
operations of Piet and his wife Marianne,
their children and their spouses, Pieter
and Colene, Gretha and Cassie and their
other daughter Rinda, who married a
farmer from the area, Willem du Plessis,
are heading in the right direction. And
with eight grandchildren, the future of the
farming business is in good hands. They
have no intention of leaving.

14
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Pieter Ferreira at
one of their John
Deere tractors.

AGRICULTURAL

Pollution in the Vaal River reaches a

CRITICAL STAGE

How can irrigation farmers improve
the quality of the water?
Pollution levels in the Vaal River have reached a critical stage according to a report
issued by Rand Water recently. The high E-Coli levels are creating serious problems for
producers who have the right to withdraw water from the Vaal River and catchment area.
But how can the irrigation farmer improve the quality of his allocated water in order for it
to comply with acceptable norms so that it can be used for irrigation and livestock?
 By Juan Booysen
Hinterland: Head Irrigation

T

he Vaal River system supplies
water to 60% of the economy
and 45% of the South African
population and a task team will
have to be established by the Department
of Water Affairs to address the problem
and to find solutions. The capacity of the
purification plants of some of the local
municipalities is being exceeded by
between 90% and 100% and will have to
be upgraded as a matter of urgency.
The main reason for the pollution

16
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of the Vaal River is the neutralised but
natrium-high acid content of mine drainage water being pumped into the Vaal
River by the mines. Another factor is the
untreated or partially treated sewage from,
in many instances, sewage processing
plants not being maintained, which is also
running into the Vaal River. The sewage is
a major health risk.
E-Coli counts are an indication of
the presence of sewage in rivers. Tests
done by Rand Water indicate clearly that
the E-Coli levels are unacceptably high.
E-Coli counts of 200 - 400 per ml already
represent a significant risk of gastrointestinal disorders. Where the Rietspruit meets

up with Lochvaal, the counts are as high
as 57 940 per 100ml.
Local municipalities acknowledge the
dilemma, but explain that the cause of
the problem is old and poorly maintained
infrastructure and human conduct.
The challenges of obtaining additional
water consumption rights from the Vaal
River and catchment area have been
significant in the past, but a new element
has now been added. Irrespective of
whether the consumer is in possession of
a Section 35(1) or Section 35(4), which
gives him the right to withdraw water from
the Vaal River for irrigation purposes, the
quality of the water as irrigation source, is

AGRICULTURAL
Table 1. Interpretation of the results at the different collection points.
Escherichia coli
(E-coli)
Predicted symptoms
include: Skin irritations,
infections & intestinal
disorders
Guideline

Blue Green Algae
Predicted symptoms
include: Skin irritations,
infections & intestinal
disorders

E.coli counts per 100ml at sample points
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

93

9

24,810

10,810

411

48

15

5,980

770,100

249

43

13

11,190

6,910

613

41

17

2,420

155,310

56

Low risk of
gastrointestinal
disorders
E.coli < 130
counts/100ml

Guideline

Significant risk of
gastrointestinal
disorders
E.coli < 200 - 400
counts/100ml

High risk of
gastrointestinal
disorders
E.coli < 400
counts/100ml

Blue Green algae counts at sample points
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

80

< 40

177

603

< 40

< 40

< 40

603

1,931

965

483

< 40

1,207

845

878

845

362

483

965

210

Low risk
Blue Green Algae
< 20,000 cells/ml

Guideline

Algal Pigments
Predicted nuisance
include: Scums &
smells

Slight risk of
gastrointestinal
disorders
E.coli < 130 - 200
counts/100ml

Moderate risk
Blue Green Algae
20,000 - 100,000 cells/ml

High risk
Blue Green Algae
> 100,000 cells/ml

Blue Green algae counts at sample points
1

2

3

4

13

46

8

10

Low risk
Chlorophyll-a < 15ug/l

now under the spotlight.
It is very difficult to reverse the impact
of pollution and natural ways of doing it
could take decades. Doing it by means
of modern technology could also take a
number of years at astronomical costs.
Tests were done in the Sebokeng,
Vanderbijlpark, Sasolburg and
Vereeniging areas and the figures in
Table 1 indicate the points where water
samples were taken and the interpretation
of the results at the different points.
TREATMENT METHODS TO PURIFY
WATER
 Air Stripping
In terms of this process, air is used to
remove pollution. The system can effectively remove chemicals, which evaporate
easily. Polluted water is pumped through
a huge compartment and sprayed over
a specific pressed material. The pressed
material allows the water to slowly filter to
the bottom of the tank. A fan simultaneously blows air upwards, which results in
the evaporation of the chemicals from the

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

25

62

173

13

76

Moderate risk
Chlorophyll-a 15 - 30ug/l

High risk
Chlorophyll-a > 30ug/l

water. The chemicals aggregate at the
top of the tank, where it is treated, with no
further danger of contamination.
 Activated carbon filtering
The process is generally used to remove
pollution. Water is filtered by activated carbon filters. The polluted water is pumped
through columns of activating carbon. The
chemicals attach to the surface while the
clear water flows through. It is similar to the
domestic systems being used. The disadvantage of the system is that it does not
break down the contamination particles.
In order to remove these particles, the
filters have to be heated and air has to be
pumped through the columns to separate
the particles from the carbon.
 Using bacteria bioremediation
Research done in New Delhi indicated that
pollution can be removed economically
from water by using biological products.
Very good results have been achieved
within a period of only two months. It is a
19
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SGS Laboratory Services
Support of better planning and management
prior to and after the planting season
Laboratory analyses can add a lot of worth to your management desicision in the plant
season. SGS NviroCrop's soil laboratory can help with the analyses of water quality, soil
nitrogen, soil life, fertiliser and leaves.
 By Cobus Burger
SGS NviroCrop: Business Manager

S

GS NviroCrop's soil laboratory
can help with your management
decisions during and before the
growing season.

coming season.
The sodium index of water used for
irrigation has started to increase and the
impact on the crops planted becomes evident as the growing season progresses,
when the damage has already been done.
Chlorosis on potatoes due to the high

SERVICES OFFERED BY THE
LABORATORY?
Water analyses
We are all aware that the quality of water
in irrigation schemes is declining to the
extent where it is starting to have a negative impact on production. By analysing
the quality of water used for irrigation
purposes, better planning can be done in
respect of the management of the detrimental impact of poor quality water for the

18

Chlorosis on potatoes due to the high
sodium content of irrigation water.
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sodium content of irrigation water
The above damage can be managed
better with prior planning, by changing fertiliser and irrigation strategies.
The silt content of some of our large
rivers and the content of nutrients such
as nitrate, nitrogen, etcetera are on the
increase. The continuous use of irrigation
water is creating production problems,
which can be addressed in good time. As
silt increases in the top soil, we achieve
more on particularly sandy soil - a point
where top soil silt + clay become higher
than the horizon directly below it. The net
result is:
• Poor water infiltration
• Poor top soil aeration
• A build-up of soil-carried diseases
• Imbalance of nutrients
• Ineffective scheduling of irrigation

AGRICULTURAL
17 | Pollution in Vaal River

SOIL LIFE
The new division at SGS laboratory
analyses the microbial activities in
your soil. The report indicates the
extent to which microbial activities
in your soil can contribute to making
nutrients available to the planted
crop. A number of nutrients were
deposited over years and can be
made available once again. Organic
N and total nitrogen (feed source for
microbes) can also be analysed at
the same time.
Recently opened soil profile and
the impact of a build-up of silt in the
top soil on water infiltration is clearly
visible.

• Vegetative growth of crop
becomes problematic in relation
to production.
SOIL NITROGEN ANALYSES
Fertiliser is an expensive input product and, depending on your tilling
practices (conventional versus no-tilling), the fertiliser quantities compared to what is removed with the
harvest, has an impact on, inter alia,
the distribution of nitrogen in the soil.
It is recommended that consideration
be given to analysing your soil for
NO3- as well as NH4+ every season
before planting time. Current analyses of clients in the central production area indicate available N-levels
in the top 40cm of between 20 kg/
ha N – 150 kg/ha N. At R12-R15 per
kg N, it could have a huge impact on
your input costs. Remember, nitrogen can be your best friend, but also
your worst enemy when it comes to
harvest time.

FERTILISER ANALYSES
It is a good practice to have your
fertiliser analysed to confirm that you
receive what you actually pay for.
When possible nutrient shortages
are noted on crops, production damage has already been done - include
it in your planning to have fertiliser
analysed periodically.
LEAF ANLAYSES
If there is one thing that our experience as farmers has taught us, it is
to do regular leaf analyses during the
growing season in order to have better information to respond to during
the growing season. Reflection after
the harvest is also used as a good
point of reference to make changes
to the fertilising programme for the
coming season. It is also recommended that the dry leaf analysis be
followed methodically since norms
at different growth stages are well
documented. Bi-weekly NDVI images
are used to identify inspection points
for a more representative recommendation. Fast turning times at the SGS
laboratory are essential in order to
take corrective action.

process whereby micro-organisms found naturally in soil, are used to dissolve contamination
in water and soil. The micro-organisms dissolve
the chemicals and change in into water and
harmless gases, such as carbonic acid gas. The
rate at which it is dissolved can be accelerated
by adding oxygen and nutrients which contribute
to the growth and increase of micro-organisms.
It is a very effective process which requires no
chemicals.
 Using plant and tree roots
The roots of plants and trees can remove pollution,
such as metals, herbicides and oil, from soil and
water. When roots take up water and nutrients,
they also take up chemicals, which are stored
in the roots, trunks and leaves. The plants can
then convert the chemicals to gasses, which are
released as the plant transpires. The vegetable
matter is not suitable for animal use..
Some of these methods are affordable should the
consumer establish the necessary infrastructure
away from the polluted water source. The objective is not to purify the water to drinking water
standards, but to standards which are set for irrigation purposes.
The pollution ratio of E-Coli will obviously
decline during the rainy season, but it will remain
important to do regular water analyses in order to
monitor E-Coli levels.
Hinterland has the skills to design external
structures and to establish some of the above
processes away from the source of pollution.
Hinterland also has the support of external specialists in, for example, filtration, to meet the challenges being faced.
SENWES SCENARIO | SUMMER 2018
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INNOVATION

DIGITAL
AGRICULTURE

The key to sustainability
Digital agriculture holds the potential to unlock our next
giant leap in farming productivity and efficiency.
 By Martin van Zyl
Senwes Group Executive: Innovation
and Integrated Solutions

T

he combination of advanced data
science, sensors and proper
connectivity enables us to deliver
real insights to farmers in real
time, while in the field.
That knowledge gives farmers the
power to make more informed decisions,
and to effectively manage every inch of
their fields for maximum yields.
Digital tools are already making a

20

difference for farmers across the world,
improving their efficiency in managing fertility, water and crop health. Possibilities
are endless if we can bring technological
innovation and the ingenuity and perseverance of farmers together. We will be
able to unlock productivity that will help us
to sustainably feed a growing population.
DIGITAL AG VS PRECISION AG
Digital Ag is the use of data and
advanced computational techniques to
make more informed decisions about
managing our crops and agronomic
operations. It encompasses all the infor-
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mation in the Ag ecosystem, including
data about the crop itself, equipment
data, environmental data, operational data
and even market and logistics data.
Precision Ag is about executing our agricultural plan as precisely as possible and
“farming by the seed.” It is often executed
by specialised equipment, encompassing
how we plant, manage and harvest that
seed, as well as how we manage the soil
between plantings with processes like
tillage, crop rotation, cover cropping and
variable application of fertiliser.
Digital and Precision Ag combined

INNOVATION

IoT
Farmers need
technology tools
that are built
and delivered to
intuitively meet
their needs in an
organised way.

“Vox
Internet of Things”
Slim tegnologie om te
alle tye jou bates te
bestuur

aren’t just about higher yields, but also about being as efficient as
possible, producing more with less and in a sustainable and reliable fashion.
The digital Ag industry is still very young. Data is being used
today to make better prescriptions, optimise fertility, spot pest and
disease pressure earlier, manage logistics, etc. Thus, for now the
value of Ag data is defined by the improvements our customers
recognise directly through increased productivity.
A SOLUTION OR “PLATFORM” APPROACH
Too often we’re seeing innovative products from multiple, disparate
ventures that have been created in closed environments, requiring
farmers to purchase and navigate many different applications to
receive a full spectrum of benefits.
Simply put - farmers need technology tools that are built and
delivered to intuitively meet their needs in an organised way. If
we’re asking them to try to shift between a dozen different apps as
they’re planting a field, the digital Ag industry is not meeting their
needs in a realistic manner. As an industry, we need to cultivate
and support new agricultural technology in open, collaborative
platforms or solutions.
CONCLUSION
There’s no question that digital Ag will continue to expand in the
years to come, providing farmers with increasingly powerful tools to
improve harvests and profitability while reducing food security concerns and enabling more sustainable agricultural practices around
the globe. But, at the same time, there are significant challenges
such as: how quickly digital tools can develop and how quickly the
digital Ag industry, farmers and the entire agriculture ecosystem
can adapt to make the most of them.

Peuterwaarskuwing

Voertuigmonitering

Dieremonitering

Nutsmonitering

Slim
knoppie

Besoek ons
by vox.co.za

Abbreviated from: The Age of Digital Agriculture. Mark Young, CTO, The Climate
Corporation.
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AGRICULTURAL

Financial aspects
relating to Feedlots
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What determines risk and profitability?
A feedlot uses animals to produce carcasses or meat as the end product and to increase
value. The profit, as in any other enterprise, is determined by the difference between
input costs of the production process and income of the end product(s). Various
financial, biological and physical factors fluctuate continuously which causes risk. The
primary focus of a feedlot manager is therefore, risk management.
 By Dr Kobus Swart
Animal Nutrition Specialist

A

feedlot is an intensive animal
production system where a
number of financial and production risks can be manipulated and controlled to a more or lesser
extent. Internal risks at the feedlot, can be
controlled much easier and external risks,
largely enforced onto the feedlot, are
more difficult to manage.
INTERNAL RISKS
Internally the most important risk is the
skills of the manager. The success of
the production process in a feedlot is
determined by the day in and day out
implementation of correct decisions by
everyone involved in the management.
The following aspects will have the biggest impact on internal risks:
Operational risk: Every activity at a feedlot must be carried out by personnel. The
quality of personnel is therefore critically

important. Poorly trained and unreliable
personnel significantly increase the risk of
particularly intensive production systems.
Various duties have to be executed accurately and routinely on a daily basis and
every member of staff must understand
the purpose behind every duty and must
be able to execute it independently.
Design and maintenance of facilities:
The design and maintenance of facilities
and equipment to operate effectively, are
essential. As soon as facilities are inadequate and function poorly, it is becoming
more difficult to maintain or increase productivity and to manage risk.
Nutrition: The feeding of animals is a
24-hour responsibility and it is also the
single largest cost in a feedlot. Various
aspects relating to nutrition can vary and
contribute to risk. The price of raw materials, particularly energy (grains), is of
The correct decisions have to be taken to
acquire the right combination of raw materials, to formulate and mix the correct feed
in order to ensure maximum digestibility,

feed intake and production of a carcass.
A number of factors in this process can
vary and contribute to risk.
Health: A feedlot uses live animals which
have to be healthy to produce optimally. Sick animals do not produce well.
Intensive production systems increase
stress, which impacts negatively on immunity and therefore on the health of the
animal. Animals must be vaccinated and
dewormed at the beginning of the feedlot
period and also adapt to the intensive
and stressful circumstances. Early identification and treatment of sick animals,
effective adaption of animals to high energy feed and intensive social conditions,
decrease the risk of poor health.
Productivity: The performance of a feedlot is measured in terms of growth performance (GDT), slaughtering percentage or
carcass production, end mass or total volume of meat produced, feed conversion
and grading or quality of carcass. The
productivity has a direct and significant
25
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NEWS

Senwesters geared
for the customer
At the end of a very long and late harvesting season, it is time to look ahead to the
planting season and to do everything possible for your customer. There was only one
message on Friday, 21 September, namely that Senwesters are positive and they are
well-anchored.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

A

number of customer-focused
Senwesters were addressed
by selected speakers, namely Francois Strydom (Chief
Executive Officer of Senwes), Jaco
Minnaar (Senwes producer) as well
as Justin Cohen (prize-winning writer
and motivational speaker) at The Barn,
Senwes Head Office in Klerksdorp.
Strydom's message was that Senwes
is a company which is really making a
difference - “Decisions are determined by
hard work and analyses which have to be
done.” He added: “In agriculture we are
currently in the midst of a very important
and difficult issue - land.” He was full of
praise for his personnel and proudly said,
“You are the people who really make me
proud.” He emphasised that, despite a lot
of negativity, Senwesters remained positive. He also gave his view on particularly
South African producers who, despite low
rainfall, still have excellent yields. “Those
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guys really are magicians.”
Senwes producer, Senwes director and
chairman of Grain SA, Jaco Minaar, said
from a producer's point of view that one
should always ask yourself the following
question: "Did you add value?” His advice
was that one gets loyalty through involvement - it is not something that you can
buy or earn. His last bit of advice was to
be proactive and to pursue your vision.
Senwes was also visited by Justin
Cohen, writer of the book Pitch to Win. He
insisted that Senwesters should continue
with their good work and that they should
always strive to doing more exceptional
work. “If you cannot envision your potential, you will never reach your potential,”
he added. There is a lot of focus on
negativity and differences today, but his
advice was: “In terms of colleagues and
customers, we are very similar and not as
different as we may think.” Appreciation
is another important concept which, if
applied correctly, can result in good conduct.
All the speakers, Strydom, Minnaar and
Cohen, agreed that everyone in South

Africa, and particularly in the agri-environment, should now be positive. Be positive,
remain humble and we will overcome any
obstacle.

Francois
Strydom's
(Senwes CEO)
message was to
continue to be
solution driven for
the customer.
Senwes producer
Jaco Minnaar
highlighted the
importance of a
vision and the
importance of
realising your
dreams.

Justin Cohen
addressed
Senwesters and
said that people
like people who
are like them.
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impact on profitability. The productivity
of a feedlot can be manipulated by good
and consistent management skills.
EXTERNAL RISKS
The external risks are determined by the
impact of market forces of supply and
demand on the both input costs and end
product income. Over the longer term,
market and price trends in the industry
impact on profitability, which has to be
taken into account when making management decisions. The external forces which
mainly determine the profitability and risk
of a feedlot is the following:
Cost of animals: A calf is necessary to
produce a carcass, the end product of
a feedlot. External market forces determine the general local price of calves.
However, there are differences in the
quality and value of an animal which will
determine the productivity and profitability
of carcass production. Such differences
are the genetic growth ability in terms of
type or race, health, physiological age
and gender. Animals with the best poten-

tial for productivity or carcass production
must be selected.
Cost of feed: The cost of feed is determined mainly by the cost of energy sources. In South Africa maize and associated
milling products, like Hominy Chop are
the main, sometimes only energy feeds
available. Other feed sources are necessary to balance the feed for maximum
digestibility and feed intake to ensure
maximum production. Energy sources
contribute between 70% and 80% of the
cost of feed and the feed price between
50 and 60% of the total production costs
of a feedlot.
Meat price: The income of a feedlot is
determined by the meat price, which is
fluctuating according to market forces.
The only responsibility for the feedlot is to
ensure that the animals are marketed at
the correct age, condition and class of carcass to ensure the highest price. The best
quality carcasses are classes A1 to A3,
which realize the same price in the market.
The value of the fifth quarter of the animal

can also make a significant contribution to
the income, but is usually used as payment
for slaughtering costs by the abattoir.
RISK MANAGEMENT
It is important for the feedlot management
to be familiar with the risks of a feedlot
as discussed above. A management
strategy should be applied to accordingly. Although stability, or in other words,
minimum risk, seems to be financially
attractive, it does not create competition
and does not distinguish between good
and poor management skills and therefore
business opportunities. The challenge
therefore remains to be prepared for
unavoidable risks by applying increasingly better management skills.
In order to manage risk effectively, the
financial implications of typical variation
that can be expected due to market forces
should be quantified. Simulation models
are appropriate tools in supporting risk
management, but it can never replace the
management skills which emanate from
knowledge, experience, personal initiative,
good judgement and wisdom.

Om die produktiwiteit van produksiestelsels
vir beeste te verbeter.

Adviesdiens vir herkouervoeding

Voerprosessering, voedingsbestuur en formulering
van voere vir volhoubare produksieprestasie
Formuleer en verskaf konsentrate om formulasies te
komplimenteer

Dr. Kobus Swart 083 262 0946 • kobus@mixcure.co.za
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AREA FOCUS

Bultfontein community
stand by each other
A small pump house
makes a huge difference!

The 9 metre water tank with a
capacity of 127 000 litres.

Farming communities will know that water is life and it is the one thing responsible for
putting food on the tables for all citizens. In Bultfontein the community stand by each
other, as is the case with Senwes Grainlink Bultfontein Silo and Bultfontein High School.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

W

ater is a scarce commodity
in this little Free State town,
particularly due to the high
sulphur content of borehole
water in certain areas of town. Municipal
water can also make a huge dent in one's
income. However, the water at Bultfontein
Silo is strong and clean as a whistle. A
solution and a problem were identified at
the same time, namely clean water was
found, but the distance from the silo to the
school had to be bridged.
It has been very difficult to maintain
the sports fields of the high school until
2015. However, thanks to Senwes, the
governing body and the total community,
a solution was found. Chairman Fanus van
Jaarsveld said that everyone helped to
make sure that water could be supplied to
the sports fields.
The distance was bridged by a 50
mm pipe of no less than 1,7 kilometres,
from the silo, along the railway line,
down Dickens Street, right into Marquard
Street, down to the corner of Paul Winter
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and School Streets. Two dams, one of 9
metres at the hostel and one of 6 metres
at the sports fields, with a capacity of 127
000 and 56 000 litres respectively, were
filled with water.
Senwes supplied the pump, the electricity and the water and thanks to the
excellent co-operation of the Tswelopele
Municipality, particularly the head of the
technical division, Kobus Keyser, the project was most successful and it is a pleasure to practice sports. Two TLBs were
provided to dig trenches of 1 metre to
1,5 metres and the very necessary water
could reach the school.
Van Jaarsveld mentioned that the
school really benefitted from this project.
“We had to start from scratch with the
sports fields every season and huge bare
patches had to be covered with grass,”.
He was a committee member four years
ago and the sports grounds were his portfolio. The sports fields are of the best in
the area now due to the water supply. He
proudly tells us that the first rugby team
ended second in the Sandveld league
this year, where they competed against
schools such as Hoopstad, Wesselsbron,
Theunissen, Welkom High and the

Kroonstad Blue School.
Silo manager Ina Strauss took me to
the pump house at the other side of the
silo, which houses the borehole pump.
To think that this pump can make such a
difference! She said that it is being used
for a good purpose and really benefits the
school.
The 25 metre swimming pool is also
being filled for the school's up and coming swimming stars being developed
here. Watch out, Chad le Clos!
The community, producers and
agri-companies co-operate to assist
inhabitants, producers and children alike.
This is only one of the success stories of
Bultfontein.
The school's sports fields and hostel
are not named Carpe Diém Park and
House Carpe Diém for nothing. Make
the best of every opportunity and focus
on what the future holds. Well done,
Bultfontein - you really are setting an
excellent example.
* Share your uplifting story of how producers
and communities work together in your
area, with us by contacting Aubrey Kruger
at Aubrey.Kruger@senwes.co.za.

NEWS

Senwes proud to be part
of Boertjiefees again
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

S

enwes was proud to again be the main sponsor of the
ever-growing Bultfontein Boertjiefees, held from 31
August to 1 September 2018. This year’s event, held at
the Bultfontein show grounds, was attended by 5000

people.
This year’s Boertjiefees marked the second annual event
since it reappeared on the agri-calender last year, following its
closure in previous years due to the crippling drought in the
region.
Event organiser and community leader in Bultfontein, Herman
Meiring, paid tribute to the sponsors: “Things are tough in the
platteland and producers are battling. Without your sponsorship
we would not be able to host this event and bring some much
needed celebration of agriculture to our communities.”
Senwes Equipment and Hinterland hosted stalls at the
Boertjiefees, featuring an array of John Deere and JCB machines,
as well as a selection of Hinterland products and services.
Visitors to the show were treated to all kinds of platteland
fun, including a live-stock exhibition, a 4x4 driving course, show
horses and the crème de la crème of Afrikaans pop music.
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AREA FOCUS

BULTFONTEIN: PERSONNEL

CERTISURE:
BULTFONTEIN AND SURROUNDING AREA

Certisure has been a well-known name to clients in Bultfontein
and the surrounding areas for many years. Certisure is com-

mitted to servicing its clients by means of quality service and

HINTERLAND: BULTFONTEIN

Where: The Hinterland branch in Bultfontein is situated at

83 President Swart Street. The branch has been at this

address for the past 28 years and was officially opened

products. We are and will remain the leader in the industry and

we focus on asset insurance, financial planning, crop insurance,
funeral policies, medical aid funds and travel insurance.

on 9 November 1990.

CHANTEL MULLER

Contact number: 051 853 1141

Short-term broker

051 853 1669
064 751 6364
chantel.muller@certisure.co.za

GERHARD VAN DER RYST
Branch Manager

082 950 6700 • 051 853 1141
		 bultfontein.takbestuurder@hinterland.co.za
MARTIE HARMSE

Certisure short-term insurance advisor
051 411 0101
083 285 0842

JOHAN VENTER
Spares Manager

080 941 4011 • 051 853 1141

martie.harmse@certisure.co.za

bultfontein.onderdele@senwes.co.za
RIKA STOLS

Short-term broker
056 515 2181
083 745 4944

VONNIE HAARHOFF

Agri-business Manager

rika.stols@certisure.co.za

082 781 0194
vonnie.haarhoff@hinterland.co.za
ALKDIEN JORDAAN

Broker: Short-term and crop
insurance

ELNA SMIT

Head: Administration
082 741 6197 • 051 853 1141
bultfontein.takadmin@hinterland.co.za

057 733 0043
071 860 7860
alkdien.jordaan@certisure.co.za

Be part of the 2018 Senwes
Christmas Tree Project
THE VERY POPULAR CHRISTMAS Tree
Project has become a permanent event on
the Senwes calender and this year it will
be held on Friday, 2 November at Triest
Training Centre in Klerksdorp, where
numerous hearts will be warmed.
There will be 600 needy children and
adults from Manu Dei, Triest Training
Centre, Janie Schneider, Rethabile
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Children's Home, Viljoenskroon Youth
Care, Khaya Tshepo, Daphne-Lee, Voetlig
children, House Adonai and Atamelang
Children's and Youth Centre. Everyone
will receive a gift and a day filled with fun,
food and cold drink.
If you want to be part of this project as
a sponsor, please contact the following
persons:

Neeta Morar: 018 464 7369,
neeta.morar@senwes.co.za.
Anjelica Chedraoui: 018 464 7849,
anjelica.chedraoui@senwes.co.za.
Watch a video clip of the 2017
Senwes Christmas Tree Project
to see what it's all about.
http://senwes.co/kersboom17

fuels

NEWS

Senwes Proud To Be
Part of First Nampo Cape
Beautiful in Bredasdorp! The weather was truly Cape
inspired during the inaugural Nampo Cape in 2018.

Senwes and two of its joint venture partners, Hinterland and JDI, were proud to be part of
the inaugural Nampo Cape Agri-Expo held at Bredasdorp Park in the Overberg from 12 to
14 September 2018.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

S

enwes was also a main sponsor
of South Africa’s agri-talkshow,
Nation in Conversation, which
live-streamed discussions on
agricultural topics from Nampo Cape.
Nampo Cape is the sister event of the
Nampo Harvest Day, held annually near
Bothaville in the Free State. The agri-festival is considered the biggest event on the
SA agri-calendar, attracting over 80 000
people this year.
Grain SA, the organisers of the show’s
hopes that the Cape version of the festival attract more than 10 000 visitors was
exceeded when 16 245 people attended
the show over the three days.

JDI’s MD, Emilius Tomlinson, said the
event exceeded his expectations. “We
had a record turnover in terms of John
Deere toys and clothing, and we also
experienced an unprecedented number of
leads and interest in our John Deere and
JCB machines. I would like to commend
the organisers for an awesome event and
to assure Nampo Cape that JDI will be
back next year, bigger and better!”
Despite the windy weather conditions,
local and international visitors flocked to
the event which saw more visitors atten
ding on the first day than the total number
of visitors who attended the entire event
last year when it was managed by different organisers.
Nation in Conversation hosted discussions on:
The panel members during
the first session of Nation in
Conversation were Francois
Strydom (Senwes Group
CEO and Agbiz Chairman),
Chris Burgess (Editor of
Landbouweekblad), Theo
Vorster (Anchor), Jannie de
Villiers (CEO, Grain SA) as
well as Alan Winde (Minister
of Economic Affairs) and
André Uys (CEO of Acorn
Agri & Food Group and
Overberg Agri).
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• How do we create new energy in agriculture?
• The role of intensive livestock farming
in sustainable meat production (focus
on sheep).
• What does the future hold for all stakeholders in the barley industry?
• Training and training facilities in agriculture, consolidation or specialisation?
• Youth focus.
Visit the Nation in Conversation website at
www.nasieingesprek.co.za to watch the
full shows.
Show anchor, Theo Vorster, paid tribute to Nampo Cape and its success making the point that “Nation in Conversation
is here to stay (at Nampo Cape). Despite
the weather, the “gees” at the show was
phenomenal!”

Emilius Tomlinson (JDI Managing Director)
and Francois Strydom (Senwes Group
CEO and Agbiz Chairman) during Nampo
Cape 2018.

AGRICULTURAL

Niche market

Strawberries

The brighter the fruit, the sweeter the juice
The versatile strawberry is enjoyed by many worldwide. Whether it’s on a stack of
pancakes, served with cream or even toast and strawberry jam to go, it can quickly turn
into a favourite.
 By Mbali Skosana
Senwes Graduate

K

nown for their bright red colour,
juicy texture and sweetness,
strawberries were first cultiva
ted in Rome and are now the
most popular berry fruit in the world. Once
picked, the fruit doesn’t ripen further.
Strawberries are grown in Gauteng,
Free State, KwaZulu-Natal and the
Western Cape in South Africa. However,
it is important to note that it is planted
from February to March in Gauteng and
the Free State. From March to June in
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KwaZulu-Natal and March to May in the
Western Cape. They should be planted
as early as possible during these periods
because the degree of growth prior to winter will determine the production potential.
Planting usually occurs in staggered
double rows with in-row and diagonal
spacing. However, spacing can be diffe
rent, depending on the amount of space
and climate.
Plants shouldn’t be planted too densely
as it will create beneficial conditions for
pests and diseases, which will also affect
the harvesting of the fruit. Planting can
also be done in planting boxes or used
motor vehicle tyres and should be posi-

tioned in a sunny area.
Strawberry production saw an increase
in the 2016/2017 season, with a total of
7,2 thousand metric tons of strawberries
being produced, which was a significant
increase of 8,9% from the previous season. Strawberries exported from South
Africa are exported to Swaziland, Namibia
and Mozambique.
The Selekta and Chandler varieties are
the popular varieties in South Africa. They
are both suitable for the fresh market. The
Selekta type is long and wedge-shaped,
red in colour, has an attractive glossy
shine and a high sugar content, while the
Chandler type is firm with a distinct strawberry aroma and also has a high sugar
content.
According to the South African
Growers’ Association, the strawberries
are packed with vitamins, fibre and high
levels of antioxidants. They are fat-free,
cholesterol-free and low in calories. A
single serving, about eight strawberries,
provides more vitamin C than an orange.
Summer days are for picnics next to
a lake - why not go strawberry picking?
There are various strawberry farms in
South Africa which offer strawberry picking
alongside your picnic basket or a strawberry smoothie in their coffee shops.
www.growveg.co.za provides a guide
to growing the best strawberries for
beginners, suitable for home growing in
small batches or larger quantities.

AGRICULTURAL

QUICK FACTS
 The tiny bumps on the outside of strawber-

ries are seeds. An average strawberry contains 200 seeds, making it the one of the few
fruits to have seeds on their exterior.

 Strawberries will stop ripening once picked.
 To make sure they stay fresh, don’t wash
or remove their green caps before storing.
Save the washing for when you’re about to
eat them.

 Strawberry leaves are rich in iron and vita-

min C and make an excellent tea which
can also be used to treat diarrhoea, kidney
problems, throat infections, digestive upsets
and relieve gout.

 Strawberries are perennial plants that are
able to produce fruit for up to 5 years.

FARMING REQUIREMENTS
Climate requirements: Grows best in tempe
rate climate. Is a short day plant, which requires
about 10 day exposure of less than 8 hours sunshine for initiation of flowering.
Irrigation: Requires more frequent, but less
water in each irrigation.
Soil: The plants should be set in the soil with
their roots going straight down. The soil around
the plant should be firmly packed to exclude
air. Liberal quantities of organic manure should
be incorporated in the soil before planting.
Yield: A yield of 20 to 25 tons per hectare is
excellent, though yields of up to 50 tons per
hectare have been reported under ideal conditions.
Harvesting: Harvesting should be done daily
and early in the morning in dry conditions.
Since fruit is highly perishable, it is packed in
flat shallow containers with one or two layers
of fruit.
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Senwes Future Focus Day
celebrates 15 glorious years
The future is within you
It was like looking into the future through a crystal ball at the 15th annual Senwes
Future Focus Day which was held on Wednesday, 5 September 2018 at Nampo Park near
Bothaville.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

A

nd, contrary to what you may
think, the crystal ball looked
backed at the attendees,
indicating that personal development is the key to success. Jannie de
Villiers, Executive Manager of Grain SA,
said: “Be brave and be willing to learn.”
Thabo van Zyl, producer and non-executive director of Senwes, added that
agriculture can be compared to team
sports: "As long as you play with B-team
players, you will play like a B-team player.
Surround yourself with A-team people and
organisations and you will do business
like an A-team player.”
As in any sport, you will not be able to
control all aspects. Brian Angus, the pioneer who brought the Japanese Wagyubreed to SA, added: “Ignore the aspects
which you cannot control. Young farmers
must not hesitate to plant and be positive
about the land and land issues. Food has
to be produced.”
In the end it boils down to your good
points. Director of the Peritum Group,
Emmie Pietersen, said: “Simply ask yourself the following question: What are my
four or five talents that I can apply positively? And improve on it ". Thabo van
Zyl added: “If you don't know where your
own weak and strong points are, you will
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not know who to surround yourself with in
order to fill the gaps.”
"It is not merely about being positive do things because you want to (passion),
not because you have to", said Phillip
Retief, Chief Executive Officer of Van
Loveren.
It soon became evident that there is
not only one recipe to follow and that
there is more than one correct answer.
"Choose today to use the wind to build a
mill, rather than a draught screen. In this
way you can make a difference", said Dr.
René Uys, Director of Thinking Fusion.
Senwes Chief Executive Officer,
Francois Strydom, said in his opening

address: “Opportunity and risk are the
same thing, but on different sides of the
same coin.” He also cautioned: “Don't
stare youself blind into the same wall as
your neighbour or the media. South Africa
belongs to us all, so let's make a success
of it.” This was corroborated by Deon
Bergh, Grain SA member of management,
who said that producers should take courage!
All the guests and speakers had high
praise for Senwes for the unique opportunity to enjoy an evening with the young
farmers and specialists. We are looking
forward to the next 15 years, Senwes
Future Focus!
A few winners were
announced at this year's
Senwes Future Focus Day.
JP van den Berg drove
away in a brand new John
Deere Ride-on E110 lawnmower, the first prize in
the lucky draw. Louis van
der Westhuizen was the
second prize winner of a
R10 000 voucher sponsored by Hinterland and
Giepie Rossouw won the
third prize - a Certisure
product voucher to the
value of R5 000.

AGRICULTURAL

Niche market

Nuts

about Pecans
Pecan nut farming requires a lot of time, careful effort and high costs, but the profit
potential is impressive.
 By Kefiloe Manthata
Senwes Graduate

W

ith the rise of the information
age, people are gaining
access to more facts about
nutrition and how best to
sustain healthy habits that promote long
life and higher productivity. Nuts are at the
forefront of this new wave as the snack
of choice for those adopting better eating
habits to be more health-conscious.
Since this trend is growing and gaining
momentum, and pecan nut export figures
are on a steady rise, what better niche
market for producers to explore than
pecan nut farming? It is said that income
that comes from just two pecan nut trees
is equivalent to that which comes from
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one ton of maize.
When initially establishing a pecan nut
orchid, it is advisable to start during the
colder winter months (July and August)
and to ensure that the trees are not plan
ted too shallow, as that is usually the main
cause of pecan nut trees drying out and
dying.
While the winter is perfect for the budding stages, the South African long hot
summer climate is ideal for growing these
nuts to the point of harvest.
There are several cultivars and some
fare better than others. The most common
varieties suitable for the western parts
of South Africa are Navaho, Wichita and
Choctaw. Witchita is a hybrid between
Halbert and Mohah. The nuts are of me
dium size, attractive appearance, high
quality and have a high kernel percentage.

The Choctaw is the most widely used cultivar with an index of 100.
Pecans are susceptible to scab so
great care has to be taken throughout the
growing process to ensure that the trees
remain in good, healthy condition until
harvest.
Fertilisation with ample quantities of
zinc is therefore vital as soon as the tree
starts to bear fruit. The trees get most of
the moisture they need from the soil in
which they are planted, so be sure that
the soil is wet, sandy or loamy.
Pecan farming requires patience.
Bearing happens gradually, lightly at first
and then gaining momentum as the tree
matures. A single tree can mature for up to
twenty years. It is a long-term investment.
One that, with care and paying attention to
export trends, will pay off beautifully.

AGRICULTURAL

FARMING REQUIREMENTS
Climate requirements: The pecan nut tree is
well adapted to subtropical areas. Low temperatures and even frost during June to August
are required for successful budding and flower
formation. The average monthly minimum temperature during the summer must rise above
16°C, but drop below 8°C in winter.
Humidity and rainfall: High humidity and rainfall are ideal.
Soil requirements: The pecan nut tree performs best in a fertile, well-drained, deep soil
with a loose to medium texture.
Cultivars: To produce pecan nuts successfully
and profitably, it is essential to plant cultivars of
high standards with regards to adaptability to
an area, disease tolerance, production, kernel
percentage, nut size and shape, appearance
and taste of the kernels.
Soil preparation: The soil should be at least
2 m deep. If the soil is very acid, heavy lime
applications may be necessary.
Harvesting: Depending on the area, pecan
nuts usually ripen from April to July. As soon as
the nut is physiologically ripe, the green husk
becomes dry, cracks open and the nut drops
out.
Irrigation: Rainfall in South Africa is often insufficient and does not satisfy the water requirements of pecan nut trees for optimal production.
Additional irrigation is usually necessary during
the critical growth stage.
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Winners crowned at 2018 Free
State Agriculture Gala Dinner
There was huge excitement this year about the announcement of the top agricultural
associations in the Free State. Senwes Scenario was there.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

A
Free State Agriculture's Farmers' Union of the Year! Agri Hertzogville
won the title for the third time. Francois Wilken (President: Free State
Agriculture), Gerhard Kriel (CEO of Free State Agriculture), Tania
and Marius Groenewald (Agri Hertzogville) in the middle, followed by
Danie Minnaar (Chairman, Senwes Board) and Tommie Esterhuize
(Vice-Chairman: Free State Agriculture).

The second place was won by Steynsrus District Farmers' Union.
Francois Wilken (President: Free State Agriculture), Gerhard Kriel
(CEO: Free State Agriculture), Louis Koch (Chairman), Danie Minnaar
(Chairman: Senwes Board) and Tommie Esterhuize (Vice-Chairman:
Free State Agriculture).
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Free State Agriculture 2018 gala dinner
was held at Leopards and Lace on
15 August in Bloemfontein, proudly
sponsored by Senwes. Well-known
comedian Andries Vermeulen was the master of
ceremonies.
The regional representative of the year was
once again Willie Weich from the Tokologo
district, who was the winner in 2017 as well.
The winner of the Agricultural Association of
the Year was the same as the past two years,
namely Agri Hertzogville. Marius and Tania
Groenewald received the title on behalf of Agri
Hertzogville. In second place was Steynsrus
District Farmers' Union. It moved up one position,
after having won third place in 2017. In the third
position was Karee Farmers' Union and Miekel
van Dyk (Chairman) and Willie Maas (ViceChairman) received the prize. Karee Farmers'
Union was also amongst the top three in 2017,
and walked away with second place.
These farmers' unions distinguished
themselves as pillars in their communities. They
excelled in agri-related matters and are known
for their co-operation with stakeholders such as
the SAPD, municipalities, agri-businesses and
government departments. They are also involved
with non-agricultural projects such as schools,
senior citizens, welfare, shows and emerging
producers.
Senwes is proud to have been involved with
the Free State Agriculture annual congress and
the gala dinner for many years. Congratulations
to all the winners. You really are pillars of strength
in agriculture!

NEWS

Karee Farmers' Union in the third place. Francois Wilken
(President: Free State Agriculture), Gerhard Kriel (CEO: Free
State Agriculture), Miekel van Dyk (Chairman) and Willie Maas
(Vice-Chairman) of Karee Farmers' Union, Danie Minnaar
(Chairman, Senwes Board) and Tommie Esterhuize (ViceChairman: Free State Agriculture) on the far right.

These farmers' unions
distinguished themselves as
pillars in their communities.

Regional Representative of the Year! Willie Weich
receives his prize from Francois Wilken (President:
Free State Agriculture), Gerhard Kriel (CEO Free State
Agriculture), Danie Minnaar (Chairman Senwes Board)
and Tommie Esterhuize (Vice-Chairman: Free State
Agriculture).
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Summit paves the way
for the future

Emerging producers voice their opinions
The recent Landbouweekblad and Agri SA Land Summit held in Bela-Bela in August, really paved the way for discussion and for producers to tell their own unique stories. Julias
Ramohlabi, Senwes Manager: Emerging Producers, saw the opportunity to take 10 of his
emerging producers to this pioneering summit, where they formed part of 600 producers
and business people who listened to 65 speakers telling their agri-stories.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

R

amohlabi and his producers
Phillimon Mnenzhe, Herbert
Mabuza, Simon Teffo, Israel
Motlhabane, the Mabaso brothers Bootman and President, Ngengwana
Marshall Tsokolo, Mokhele Pheello Isaac
and Anna Phosa attended the summit.
The only woman in this group used the
land summit to her full advantage. Anna
Phosa communicated with most of the
speakers and attendees and expanded
her network in the process.
“I even talked to the president of Agri
SA, Dan Kriek, and met other industry
leaders,” she said excitedly. The summit
opened her eyes to the fact that black
and white producers can work together to
solve land issues. “Something that used
to be too sensitive to even discuss,” she
said.
It made one think of the good relationship between Dr. Theo de Jager
(president of the World Agricultural
Organisation) and Whiskey Kgabo, a
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mango farmer near Tzaneen. Kgabo said:
“I was his mentor. I taught him how to
farm”, which is proof that producers have
been working together for years.
Many black farmers were of the opinion
that all producers should “take hands with
government and work together.” Israel
Motlhabane realised that he is “mechanically somewhat behind the times”, particularly when he compares himself with
some of the bigger producers. Ramohlabi
indicated that it is here where government
should come on board to assist emerging
producers and that they can fulfil a role in
this regard.
Some people like Ralph Swart, an
Overberg producer, said: “My grandfather
farmed on 70 acres, my father on 110
morgen and today we farm on 2 440 hectares.” More questions arose for Simon
Teffo who farms in Randfontein. “I would
like to know how these producers managed to do it. I am busy training someone
at present - who will finance him?” He
would like to have the opportunity to ask
questions to get clarity on how other producers managed to buy farms. His future

vision for the summit is that it should be
rolled out to other provinces as well to
make more people aware of it.
Ramohlabi is very positive about
the land summit and said: "I was very
impressed by the success stories from all
the provinces.” A number of good stories
were told. It was also good to see how the
commercial producers co-operate with
emerging producers through partnerships
or by means of shareholding. “It was
excellent in the sense that positive things
are happening everywhere in agriculture,
even in other provinces.” Something that
they are often not aware of.
It was an excellent summit, well attended by, inter alia, the vice-president David
Mabuza and many others who brought
some prestige to the summit. Mabuza
entered a plea for producers to trust government when it came to land reform.
Well done Landbouweekblad and Agri
SA, and thank you for the producers who
were brave enough to tell their stories. It
was trail-blazing work for the future and
indeed a turning point for the land debate
in South Africa.
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HUNTING

Best choice of bullet
for your hunting rifle
With the hunting season for 2018 over, many shots are planning for next year's hunting
season.
 By Jan-Lodewyk Serfontein
Sales Clerk: Hinterland Arms,
Kroonstad and Hunting Expert

T

he 2018 hunting season is a
thing of the past and hunters are
already planning the next year's
hunt. The Hornady ELD-range of
bullets is available in our market, which
brings a number of questions about the
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different types of bullets and the advantages and disadvantages of each one.
To make it even more difficult, Nosler's
new RDF-bullets are now also available
in South Africa. The questions regarding
new and better bullets could keep us
occupied for days. Let's discuss a few
bullet characteristics, which may help to
make next year's hunt even better than
this year's excursions.
A large variety of good bullets are

available in South Africa. Some are manufactured in South Africa, but most of
them are imported. Since we use bullets
for different purposes, a wide spectrum
of bullets is available. Let's look at a few
applications and the best bullet for each
application.
Most bullets are used for target shooting. Due to the application of these bullets, manufacturers have to design and
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HUNTING

42 | Best bullet for hunting rifle
sell very accurate bullets. Manufacturers
use their best technology to design and
manufacture such bullets. Target shooting
bullets are therefore the most accurate
bullets. However, they are designed to
shoot paper game and not the real thing.
These bullets are mostly manufactured
with a softer jacket than bullets used for
hunting purposes. Should you shoot a
buck with a target shooting bullet, it could
become a very long day in the veld. In
most instances soft jacket bullets will not
penetrate as well as hard jacket bullets.
They break up easier and could result in
a lot more damage to the meat as a result
of the softer jacket.
Bullets are also used for hunting purposes. A number of different hunting bullets are available. Hunters hunt in different
areas and different bullets are therefore
required. A hunter hoping for a head-shot
to a Springbok over a distance of 200 m,
needs a different type of bullet than the
hunter who wants to shoot a charging
buffalo over a distance of 30 paces. Let's
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look at the different types of bullets used
for hunting purposes.
Most manufacturers sell bullets made
from a solid piece of metal. Hunters who
wish to hunt big game, need a bullet
which can penetrate properly. They usually prefer using a solid bullet. The bullet
point is relatively expensive and is not the
most accurate hunting bullet available.
Some of the bullets do not mushroom and
the ones which do, do not cause a large
wound cavity. This type of bullet is mostly
used for close-up shots and for animals
with a large bone structure which needs
to be penetrated.
Hunting bullets made of lead and a
jacket, which mushroom and penetrate
well, are mostly what hunters want to use.
These bullets retain most of their weight
when they mushroom and penetrate right
through the target. They make a large
wound cavity and limit meat damage. The
jacket is normally much harder than the
jacket of a bullet used for target shooting.
Some manufacturers use a process by
which the lead and the jacket of the bullet
are attached to each other. For this rea-

son, the bullet can penetrate effectively
and retain its weight. The manufacturing
process of these bullets is more expensive and the bullets are more expensive
as a result.
Some hunters also use bullets which
are not meant to penetrate and which are
meant to lose their weight when they hit
their target. The hunting of problem animals requires such bullets, which do not
penetrate well and which result in a lot of
meat damage. Bullets used for such purposes are also available. This type of bullet usually has a softer jacket than other
hunting bullets and are more accurate
over longer distances.
Since different bullets are used for
different situations, a hunter's choice of
bullet is very important. Should a bullet
meant for target shooting purposes be
used to hunt a lion, it would not have
the desired effect. A solid hunting bullet
would also not have the desired effect
on a problem animal at 300m. Most
bullets are of a good quality if they are
used for the purpose for which they were
designed.

NEWS

Agri Northwest cautions:
Enter into partnerships now!

The 2018 Agri Northwest Congress was held on Friday, 15 September, in Lichtenburg,
the theme being: Partnerships for a better future!
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

he message by the president,
Pierre Vercueil, was that partnerships are the key to success.
“There is always hope and we
always have to look ahead. We are in the
fortunate position where we can make
a difference.” He also appealed to all
attendees to display socially acceptable

conduct at all times.
Various speakers conveyed messages,
including the president of Agri SA, Dan
Kriek, John Purchase from Agbiz, Nicola
Weimar from Nedbank and Francois
Fouché (Trade Advisory).
One of the most striking remarks
made by Purchase was: “If you do one
thing only: Create a spirit of trust. It is the
easiest, cheapest way of stimulating the
economy.” Weimar said that although the
economic situation was not good, global

Agri NW elects a new President! Pierre Vercueil (retiring President of Agri NW) with
newly elected Willem de Chavonnes Vrugt (President of Agri NW) and Dan Kriek
(President: Agri SA) on the far right.
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growth brought hope for South Africa.
Kriek and Vercueil both emphasised
the need for partnerships: “If development
agriculture is not successful, we will not
be successful.”
During the event a new Agri Northwest
president had to be elected. Pierre
Vercueil was succeeded by Willem de
Chavonnes Vrugt as new president.
As proud sponsor of the Agri Northwest
evening function, Senwes was represented by the Senwes Credit Executive
Manager Pieter Swart and Francois
de Kock, Head: Commercial and AgriFinance. Swart confirmed: “Agriculture
poses huge opportunities today. We must
not allow negativity to prevent us from
using these opportunities. We have overcome huge challenges as a nation.”
During the evening function honourable
mention was made of Brigadier Kiewiet
van Zyl and Lieutenant-Colonel Fanie
Ferreira by the retiring President of Agri
Northwest, Pierre Vercueil. Agri Northwest
honoured Kiewiet and Fanie for their
extraordinary and exceptional service
rendered to agri-producers in Northwest.
They were honoured for their continued,
devoted and successful support of rural
safety during their terms of office. Their
spouses, Lauren and Lynette, were also
honoured at the event.
Vercueil concluded that private land
ownership should be preserved and that
focus on partnerships was not negotiable
- we have to do it.”

AGRICULTURAL

Sonneblompakket presteer
in moeilike seisoen

Die 2017/18 seisoen was ’n hoogs onvoorspelbare seisoen. Ten spyte van uiterste
klimaatstoestande het sonneblom die afgelope seisoen homself weer bewys as ’n
gewas wat in strawwe produksietoestande goeie opbrengste kan realiseer.

I

n die 2017/18 seisoen is daar talle
boere wat verras is deur die prestasie
van die kultivars in die Agsun sonneblomreeks. Hier volg slegs ŉ paar van
die suksesverhale.
HEILBRON
BG Strydom van die plaas Marthinus
Rust in die Heilbron omgewing het die
afgelope seisoen twee van Agricol se
hoë-opbrengs sonneblombasters geplant naamlik AGSUN 8251 en AGSUN
5103CLP. Volgens Strydom groei die
AGSUN-reeks baie egalig en dit vergemaklik die stroopproses. Die kultivars het
ook baie goeie skepelmassas en is minder
toeganklik vir voëlskade as ander kultivars.
Strydom het die afgelope seisoen ŉ opbrengs van 1,9 ton/ha gerealiseer te midde
van ŉ moeilike seisoen.
WOLMARANSSTAD
So ook kan Andre Jordaan van Mashandi
boerdery in Wolmaransstad getuig van
AGSUN 8251 se sukses. Ten spyte van
die moeilike kondisies het AGSUN 8251
met vroeë aanplantings steeds ŉ gemid
delde opbrengs van 2,1 ton/ha gelewer.
Volgens Jordaan het hy die afgelope
seisoen Agricol se sonneblom kultivars
gemeet teenoor ander sonneblom kultivars
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wat in die Wolmaransstad distrik geplant
word. Jordaan het waargeneem dat die
AGSUN-sonneblomreeks uitstekende
weerstand teen siektes bied. Alhoewel
hy vanjaar voorkomend gespuit het teen
Alternaria, is daar nie naastenby die skade
met swamsiektes waargeneem by die
AGSUN-kultivars teenoor ander kultivars
wat aangeplant is nie.
Jordaan is ook beïndruk met die kultivars se goeie opkomsvermoë en opbrengs
stabiliteit en beweer, “Agricol se sonne
blom is vir my ŉ goeie all-rounder. Ek kan
dit vroeg of laat plant, die kultivars doen
altyd goed. Agricol se sonneblom het altyd
ŉ beter skepelgewig as ander kultivars en
uitstekende graankwaliteit. Die silo’s is ook
baie tevrede met die graanmonster. Dit is
maklik om die monster se vreemde materiaal minder te kry. Die “staygreen”-eien
skap het baie te doen hiermee. Ek sukkel
nie met dowwe pitte nie”.
HARTBEESFONTEIN/OTTOSDAL
Flip de Bruyn (Jnr) en sy pa, Flip de Bruyn
(Snr) van Hageland Boerdery tussen Hartbeesfontein en Coligny in Noordwes plant
al vir ŉ geruime tyd Agricol se sonneblom
basters met groot sukses op ongeveer
1600 hektaar droëlande. Die hoofaanplan
ting bestaan uit AGSUN 8251 en daar is

al ŉ gemiddeld van 2,7 ton per hektaar
van die kultivar gestroop. Die langtermyn
gemiddelde opbrengs van die kultivar is
ongeveer 2 ton per hektaar. Volgens De
Bruyn is AGSUN 8251 se opbrengs stabiliteit in droë en nat seisoene een van die
eienskappe van die kultivar waarvan hy
hou. Die kultivar bevat ook die “staygreen”eienskap wat die plant beter weerstand
gee teen sekere omvalsiektes en verseker
ook dat die plante ŉ baie goeie staanvermoë het.
BETHLEHEM
“Ek plant AGSUN 8251 al vir paar jaar
met baie stabiele opbrengste. Voordele
wat die kultivar laat uitstaan op my plaas
is sy staanvermoë en kopgrootte wat
voëlskade beperk. Die kultivar groei ook
nooit te hoog nie wat stroop vergemaklik.”
So beweer Henry van der Merwe van die
plaas Deelpan in die Bethlehem-area. Van
der Merwe het AGSUN 8251 vanjaar op
700 hektaar geplant teen ŉ gemiddelde
opbrengs van 2,2 ton per hektaar en sê
hy kan AGSUN 8251 vir enige mede-boer
aanbeveel.”
Agricol se AGSUN-sonneblomreeks is die
komende seisoen beskikbaar by deelnemende Senwes-takke.

Senwes Equipment is ‘n verskaffer van John Deere,
JCB en nou ook van Staalmeester produkte.

JOU VISIE,
Senwes Equipment weet wat ons klante wil hê en bied innoverende finansierings
oplossings. As eksklusiewe handelaar van John Deere en alternatiewe toerusting,
verseker ons jou toegang tot die nuutste ontwikkelings en met presisieboerdery
bied ons ‘n optimale bestuursmiddel vir elke produsent. Breek nuwe grond.
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The staff of Taaibosch Piggery in
the Fochville district.

Senwes makes inroads with

headland braais

We are approaching the end of the Senwes headland braai initiative, which
commenced in July this year. At the time of the writing this article, Senwes
had already visited 320 producers from a planned number of 550 producers.
 By Senwes Scenario Journalists

S

enwesters spent some time
to say thank you in the form
of a headland braai. Francois
Strydom, Senwes CEO, said that
the headland braais confirm that we are
client focused and that it encourages staff
to visit clients professionally.
OBJECTIVES OF THE
HEADLAND BRAAIS
According to Strydom the headland braais
have three objectives. Senwes would firstly
like to acknowledge our customers and
their workers for the role played by them,
secondly we simply want to say thank you
and thirdly, our producers have experienced an erratic few years as far as weath-
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er conditions, prices and, especially lately,
political uncertainty, have been concerned
and they deserve to be acknowledged.
THE PRODUCER AND
FARM LABOURER
“The land issue is the biggest issue we
have had to deal with in the past 24 years.
The primary producer becomes the pawn
of politicians and is made out to be the
scoundrel. My objective is to thank the
producers and their labourers for the very
important role which they play."
Remember, only 0,06% of our total
population of 57 million people are primary
producers, with 870 000 farm workers,
which make up 1,5% of the population in
total. This is why Francois also conveys
his appreciation to the farm workers in his
letter, with the message: "Please thank all

your workers for their contribution to the
success of not only Senwes, but also our
country, through their input.”
Francois emphasised that, despite all
the uncertainty, producers managed to
produce safe, adequate and affordable
food for the population.
They also supply food to a large part of
the SADC of 250 million people and they
also export to all parts of the world. It is an
amazing feat, since all of the above are
being done without government subsidies.
FEEDBACK
The feedback from our clients is unbelievable and telephone calls at night, e-mails
and whatsapps are evidence of the grati
tude that they are important to Senwes. It
is an unbelievabe experience for our cli52
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The carrot-wenakker at Nico Liebenburg’s
farm in the Bothaville district.

50 | Headland braai
ents to experience this simple gesture of
gratitude. Senwes producers have the following to say about their headland braais:
JAN HARMSE
Rechtvaardig between Bultfontein
and Welkom
“Good day Francois. I would like to thank
you for the letter that you sent to us. It
meant a lot to me and my son - we farm
together - in the current circumstances.
Thank you to Senwes, who supports us
and who is part of our business. It is good
to know that you are willing to walk the
extra mile with us. It is not easy to stay
positive in agriculture at present. Thank
you once again for promoting agriculture to the broader public. It is a strik-

ing advertisement of the two boys who
became involved in the train accident and
the man building wire cars. Keep up the
good work.”
THABO VAN ZYL
Thuso Graan in the Wesselsbron area
“Thank you so much for your hospitality on
our headland! It was a huge gesture. Every
one of my workers would like to thank you
sincerely for the trouble you took in supplying a lunch at work. Thank you! I am very
excited about the energy with which every
Senwester plays his role in the bigger
picture and very excited about the culture
which you are all establishing and writing
in Senwes. This is a great initiative which is
much appreciated.”

The staff at JP Meintjies’ farm receiving
their boerie rolls.
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RIAAN ESTERHUIZEN
Essies Boerdery in Hartswater
“Thank you Robert, for today's visit.
Senwes is miles ahead of its competitors
as far as customer service is concerned.
In today's unfavourable agricultural
conditions such actions can only benefit
our producers and Senwes. You have
Vaalharts buzzing. We are looking forward to the new retail branch. Thank
you!”
CHRIS SCHOONWINKEL
From the farm Welgegund between
Wesselsbron and Hoopstad
“Thank you for the gesture of braaiing on
our headland. My workers and I sincerely
appreciate it.”

Headland braai at the Schweizer
Katoengroup in the SchweizerReneke-district.

Vir meer besonderhede:
Roelf Odendaal:
082 901 0910 | roelf@rula.co.za
Tiaan van Loggerenberg: 082 882 1272 | tiaan@rula.co.za
Berend Wierenga: 072 904 3921 | berend@rula.co.za
Jimmy Ebersohn: 082 901 5176 | jimmy@rula.co.za

www.Rula-Agri.co.za

+(27) 11 795 1040
info@rula-agri.co.za
Trots Suid-Afrikaans

42 Kielboot Avenue
Laserpark, Honeydew
Johannesburg, Gauteng
South Africa
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Bastion…

Grasland’s New Dawn is Here
Grasland recently celebrated 50 years of existence as a leading provider of agricultural
lime solutions in South Africa and also announced the beginning of a new era with a new
name, Bastion.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor in Chief

O

n Thursday, 2 August 2018,
at The Barn in Klerksdorp, the
new era was marked by the
announcement of the company’s new name, logo and slogan: Bastion
– Foundation for Growth.
Bastion Managing Director, Etienne
Schoeman said the name change marked
a recalibration of the company strategy. “We have a proud history and track
record and our name change in no way
reflects a distancing of our past. We
embarked on quite a lengthy period of
self-reflection and deliberation and we felt
we had to recalibrate, realign ourselves,
so to speak, to the changes in the market
and changes in the market environment.
Part of this process brought to light that
we needed to align everything we do to
the “why” of what we stand for. Many
companies know how to do business, but
research has shown that many don’t know
why they do business.”
Etienne made reference to the rise
and fall of former cell phone giant Nokia
whose slogan or “why” was ‘Connecting
People’, “but shortly before their demise,
their strategy was to maintain a dominant
market position. This shows a non-alignment between strategy and purpose.”
“Bastion’s “why” is: ’To make the
acquisition of natural lime products simple and low risk, in a way that promotes
sustainability’. What this really means is
that we have to be more customer-centric,
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absolutely focused on the client. It also
means our business systems must be in
place and run efficiently and it means that
our staff must be aligned with our values
said Etienne.
“This one sentence may seem simple
and straightforward, but take for instance
just the one statement ‘low risk’ – this
means that we focus aggressively on
conservative financial management in
order to minimise any possible risk to all
our stakeholders. Its means we maintain
a positive cash balance so that we can
always pay our creditors on time, it means
that we protect our customers by being
a sustainable business and it also means
that we safeguard our shareholders by
doing responsible business. It further
means that we make product quality a
very high priority so that producers can

Etienne Schoeman, managing director of
Bastion.

be certain that they achieve the necessary
reactivity of lime in their soil.”
Bastion is a member of the Fertilizer
Association of Southern Africa (FERTASA)
which is an article 21 Company that runs
the generic affairs of the fertiliser and agricultural lime industry of Southern Africa.
The impact of agricultural lime on yield
development and performance is discussed in articles elsewhere in this journal
and there can be no doubt that crops
assisted by agricultural lime applications
deliver better yields.
Francois Strydom, Group CEO of
Senwes, 50% shareholder of Bastion
and director of Bastion, said that he
researched the definition of the name
Bastion. “I am honoured to be part of
this historic day. When I looked up the
definition I was very pleased and I can
honestly say that I see that value being
demonstrated here today. In the context
of business, the best definition applicable would be that Bastion is “a thing or
person regarded as upholding or defending an attitude or principle.” Given your
track-record over the last 50 years, I can
only predict good things going forward,”
said Francois while toasting the company’s new name at the function.
The event was marked by a very
positive reception of the new name and
logo by staff and management enjoying
cake and a bubbly toast in celebration
of this milestone and the new chapter it
represents. A big thank you from all at
Bastion to our loyal clients, suppliers and
producers. Without you we would not be
where we are today.

Bastion natuurlike kalkbronne

lewer uitmuntende reaksie in die grond
Sluit aan by duisende

produsente en verseker
jou opbrengs vandag.

Ons doel is om die aankoop van natuurlike kalk eenvoudig te
maak. Daarom spog Bastion met nuwe personeel en prosesse,
asook ‘n hele reeks betalingsopsies en die beste logistieke ondersteuning in die hele industrie.

Bastion - grondslag vir groei!
*Voorheen bekend as Grasland

www.bastionlime.co.za

018 464 7822

info@bastionlime.co.za

AREA FOCUS

Senwes Grainlink: Standerton
Grain Marketing Advisor challenges
producers: “Take us up on our word”

Senwes Grainlink at your service in Standerton! Visit them at 6A Church Street.

 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

he new regional grain marketing
advisor in the area is Parys-born
Neil Kemp, who has taken the
lead since Senwes moved into
Standerton, Mpumalanga in August this
year.
Your next question: Senwes in
Mpumalanga? Yes, almost on the banks
of the Vaal River in this area. To be exact,
the branch is situated at 6A Church Street
in Standerton. Neil and his assistant,
Jolien Engelbrecht, work here - she handles the administration and grain marketing controls relating to the producers.
THE AIM IS GOOD SERVICE
Their aim is to start and grow a grain book
in Standerton. They are currently focusing
on the area within a 100km radius around
Standerton. Neil is introducing himself
and Senwes in the area at present. He
says: “People here already know about
Senwes.” The aim of Senwes and Neil,
who are new in the area, is to render
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excellent service to all, from small to large
producers, and he will act as the link
between Senwes and the producer.
He is here for the long run as he
"becomes part of the community, and
wants to do good, decent and transparent business." He also has to service the
Tradevantage/ Meadows contract. What
makes him different from most advisors is
that he is really interested in his customers and as he gets to know them better,
he tells them about the services offered
by Senwes. He invites customers: "Take
us up on our word and have a cup of coffee with us.”
MORE ABOUT PERSONNEL
Neil is a man with his roots firmly planted
in the Free State. He lived in Vierfontein,
before they moved to Riebeeckstad. He
matriculated from Hoërskool Riebeeckstad
in 1997.
Neil has a B.Com Economics (Money
and Banking) degree and he has been
trading grain for the past 16 years. His
wife Chanelle and their children Handré
(7) and Kiané (5), will be joining him in
Standerton at the end of 2018.

Welcome to the Senwes Grainlink family
Neil Kemp and Jolien Engelbrecht!
Neil's assistant Jolien also grew up on
a farm in the Theunissen/Winburg district,
named Jeppe. She was born in Bothaville
and grew up in Theunissen. She worked
at Beatrix Mine as an office assistant and
later as a teller at Teba. Jolien joined
Senwes Grainlink on a permanent basis in
February, after she worked as temporary
relief clerk at the Parys branch. She has
two daughters, Dalene (34) and Madelein
(23), as well as a son Steven (32).
Neil Kemp
Regional Grain Marketing Advisor
017 712 1106
060 966 6892
neil.kemp@senwes.co.za
Jolien Engelbrecht
Administration and Controls
017 712 1106
jolien.engelbrecht@senwes.co.za

NEWS
Willem de
Klerk in action!
Nothing is too
much trouble
when it comes
to ploughing
back into the
community.

Hero honoured at Free State
Agriculture Congress
Many times ordinary people who do extraordinary things go unnotices. Fortunately the
good deeds of Willem de Klerk of Ficksburg did not go unnoticed.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

I

Willem being honoured! Francois Wilken, President of Free State Agriculture, Gerhard
Kriel, Chief Executive Officer of Free State Agriculture, Willem de Klerk, Tommie
Esterhuyse, Vice-president of Free State Agriculture and Dirk Viljoen, Chairman of the
Rural Safety Committee.
Photo: Conrad Bornman/Media Farmer.
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t reminded one of the Senwes advertisement about heroes in the making
launched earlier this year, with Evert
du Preez and Mokoni Chaka, the
young heroes during the train accident
between Hennenman and Kroonstad in
January this year. During the 2018 Free
State Agriculture Congress it was the turn
of Willem de Klerk, a supervisor at the
Setsoto Municipality in Ficksburg.
Willem was honoured in Bloemfontein
by Free State Agriculture in the presence
of Francois Wilken (President), Gerhard
Kriel (Chief Executive Officer) as well as
Tommie Esterhuyse, (Vice-president) and
Dirk Viljoen (Chairman of the Rural Safety
Committee).
“The award was amazing - I really
did not expect it,” Willem said after he
received an award for selfless service to

NEWS

“Such an award makes me feel good
about myself ...”
the farming community and the public. This was after he was
nominated by Friedl von Maltitz, Regional Representative at Free
State Agriculture.
According to Friedl, Willem "is the first person being called
in an emergency and the first at the scene”. Willem is a stalwart
when it comes to any farm attack, medical emergency, house
fire and even when someone is trapped in a vehicle. And what's
more, he does it at no charge, with no sponsor, in his own time
and with his own equipment.
The humble Willem, who obtained his National Diploma in Fire
Fighting and Rescue in 2015, said that he started to qualify himself to render emergency services after school. Friedl mentioned
"It is not his work and Willem has never received any acknowledgement for his work over the past decade".
“Such an award makes me feel good about myself - it can be a
thankless job at times", said the 43-year old hero from Ficksburg,
who has assisted people in numerous emergencies in the area.
But why does he do it? "I grew up on a farm and I know how
ambulances struggle to find farms without getting lost.”
He said that he formed a partnership with René Venter from
ER24, and they even started to render service to the public.
Unfortunately, René passed away recently. Co-operation is critical for Willem and he mentioned that employers now regard his
community involvement as priority number one. His normal daily
job actually comes second. It really is pioneering work for any
employer.
In his own words: “You have to give back to the community
within which you function. Where you can make a difference.”
Ordinary people such as Willem de Klerk bring hope - people
who care and who work together. Well done Willem de Klerk and
Free State Agriculture! You really are pillars in agriculture.
*Tell us about the people you honour and contact Aubrey.
Kruger@senwes.co.za with your contribution.
SENWES SCENARIO | SUMMER 2018
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Be part of the Thought
Pool of the Future
Training tips the scales for growth
in farming and agriculture
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

W

hat does it sound like to
you? To put your thoughts
into a pool where excellent
training results in an explosion of success in your farming business
and amongst your personnel. To literally
make a leader of every member of staff.
Do I have your attention? This was the
idea with which Dr René Uys, director
of Thinking Fusion, left me. She was a
speaker with Jannie de Villiers, CEO of
Grain SA, during the first session of the
2018 Senwes Future Focus Day at Nampo
Park..
TO BRING CHANGE
Thinking Fusion is a company which
literally creates capacity for change in
organisations, in your farming business!
With programmes such as Launchpad and
Let’s Go! for those entering the job market,
self-development programmes such as
personal leadership and training courses
and leadership in relationship economy,
which are also valuable for managers.
These are just a few of the programmes
which they have already presented at
numerous producers with great success.
DRIVEN
Uys is one of three directors of Thinking
Fusion and has been a driven person from
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an early age. She worked as Industrial
Engineer at Koeberg Power Station at a
young age, obtained her PhD at the age
of 27 and became a professor at the age
of 30. She focused on research at the
NWU Management School, followed by
UJ (RAU), where she used to be the only
professor in Industrial Psychology. This
was followed by a deanship at Technikon
Pretoria, where she also became the head
of Corporate Relations.
WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE?
“I am so proud. What exactly are we doing?
We are making a difference in the lives of
people within organisations,” René said
excitedly. After she left the academic world,
they developed a leadership programme
for women, Creating Leadership and
Personal Capacity in Women. She presented it at large companies such as Sasol and
Vodacom, where the women outperformed
the men.
In view of the above, leadership in relationship economy was developed, which
all personnel can benefit from. It is written
against the background of relationship
economy and goes about the relationships
of people in a time during which machinery
is becoming increasingly important. At this
stage René said: “This is actually the only
thing that companies can use to distinguish
themselves.” Inter-personal relationships,
relationships between colleagues, with customers and with suppliers are of the utmost
importance.

Dr René Uys, director of Thinking Fusion
Africa.
The programmes also offer you as
producer or organisation and your staff
the opportunity of self-leadership and to
function independently. In short, “it gives
wings to leaders.” Self-leadership is a very
popular programme for anyone who is not
already a manager. Essential Leadership
Insight is applied in farming communities
and Leadership in Relationship Economy
is, for instance, sponsored by Syngenta.
More than 100 producers have already
derived benefit from it and a number of
managers have experienced the benefits
in themselves and their own people

HUMAN RESOURCES

OTHER PROGRAMMES
The choice to live, to
respect people, starts
at a young age.
For this reason,
programmes such as
Boys2Men and Becoming
a Woman were designed
and it does wonders in communities within which organisations function.

FOCUS EVEN ON THE YOUNG
WORKFORCE
This is what programmes such as
Launchpad and Let’s Go! were created
for. For young people entering the job
market. Her research in the mining industry indicated that unhealthy communities
bring unhealthy conduct to work - and to
the farm. Communities become healthier
when workers obtain knowledge about
themselves, when they learn how to conduct themselves in the workplace and
the choices they should make regarding
alcohol, drugs, etcetera. The objective is
to involve agri-companies, by means of
community development programmes.

ARE THE PROGRAMMES
WORKABLE?
Definitely - she mentions that there is
a leadership crisis in the country at
present, corruption at high levels and
confidence levels are low. Programmes
such as these can really make a difference. The programmes make you realise
that you do not function on your own in
an organisation, but that you form part of
a total farming business or agricultural
organisation.
The programmes are presented in
English and create confidence for South
Africans to debate and tell their stories. “It
helps you to take part in debates. If you
do not take part, you have already lost.” It
teaches you to set objectives, learn new
skills, expand skills and to live in a sensible manner.
ADVICE TO BE MORE SUCCESSFUL
• Be there fully, be aware of everything
and everyone around you. Be part of

the moment and display commitment.
• Make the best of every opportunity.
Don't wait for the perfect moment, it
never comes.
• Do things differently. Life is a journey
of choices and if you want to do something, do it differently to the way you
always did.
• All companies have capital, technology
and land. The difference is, however,
the people who work there and their
relationships.
So, if you want to see growth for your
organisation or farming business, the
emotional skills of your personnel, if you
want to move away from cultivating mediocrity - become part of the pooling of
thoughts.
* All Thinking Fusion programmes cover
the total spectrum. The programme
builds up from 12 to 16-year old youths,
young people entering the job market
up to top managers and where personnel start functioning in teams. The
programmes were written with the South
African background in mind and the
duration of the programmes varies from
4 to 15 day.
For more information, contact
Thinking Fusion at 011 955 1003 or
visit their website at www.thinkingfusion.com..
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Elize Jordaan

“It’s all about the Client’s Needs.”
Senwes Credit’s Manager: Agri-Finance, Elize Jordaan, is not afraid to slip on her faithfull
pair of ‘vellies’ and walk the land with the client to discuss business solutions.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

“I

work with Senwes clients who
often have very unique and
sometimes complex needs
when it comes to financial
solutions. To do the needs analysis can
take about five working days, but what
drives me is the relationship building
and sustaining that follow. We implement
solutions, track and monitor, adjust and
constantly optimise. The client’s success
is our success.”
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At first glance Elize looks like she
could be quite at home traipsing the
floors of the JSE or even the New York
Stock Exchange. Her appearance is all
business and it also reflects her 15 years’
experience as a private and business
banker for one of South Africa’s top four
banks. “The best part of my job is slipping
on my faithful pair of ‘vellies’ and walking
the land with the client to discuss solutions. To experience the client’s passion
for his business and assist to achieve the
goals they set out to grow. I grew up on
a cattle (beef) farm near Polokwane and I
am quite at home on a farm.”
Having the experience of private and
business banking and having studied
Financial Markets and Instruments and
Marketing, Elize says the agri-sector presents exciting challenges and
Senwes Credit has the flexibility to provide unique customised products for
its clients at preferential rates, which
other competitors cannot and do not
provide. “In the banking sector the
products were off-the-shelf vanilla-type
products. In the agri-sector, no two
clients' needs are the same. Each
situation is evaluated on its own
merit. I work very closely with our
Structured Finance, Tax and
Business Engineering team
who specialises in wealth
management. It allows
for a comprehensive
solution to the client’s specific

needs.”
A recent example of a customised
solution for an agri-client demonstrates
the products and services offered by
Senwes Credit, which mainstream banking does not offer. “After analysing the
client’s situation, we offered the client a
Tradevantage Price Risk Account, which
allowed him to buy and sell a certain
commodity. We also provided marketing
management services for the commodity. We arranged an operating capital
facility and provided a structured finance
solution for capital expansion. The client
also needed to implement a sustainable
BEE-deal and we were able to provide a
team to negotiate the deal and bring the
parties together. Over and above these
customised solutions, what makes our
offer very attractive is that we have very
fast turn-around times and we have very
competitive interest rates and administration fees”.
“I am very passionate about what I
do - I sit next to the client, not across the
desk from him/her. It's about investing in
a long-term relationship and adding value
to the client’s business,” says Elize with
palpable positive energy!
If you’d like to meet with Elize
Jordaan to optimise your financial
solutions, don’t hesitate to call her
at the following numbers:
018 464 7432 or cell 084 495 2744
or via email at elize.jordaan@senwes.co.za.

JOHN DEERE, VIR
DIE PROFESSIONELE
DEELTYDSE BOER
Mededingende rentekoerse onder prima
is beskikbaar deur John Deere Financial.*
Kontak jou naaste John Deere handelaar
vir meer inligting.

Finansiering gebou vir jou
www.deere.com/sub-saharan/en | africa@johndeere.com | Kliëntediens: 080 098 3821

BigDoor 23571afr

Volg ons op
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YouTube

*Bepalings en voorwaardes geld (beskikbaar by www.deere.com/sub-saharan/en). Onderhewig aan kredietgoedkeuring en die ﬁnansieringsbank se bepalings
en voorwaardes. John Deere Financial word ondersteun deur Absa, ‘n gemagtigde ﬁnansiëlediensteverskaffer en geregistreerde kredietverskaffer. Reg Nr NCRCP7.
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The two sides of agri-students. On the one hand
1 500 new students register with agri-colleges
every year. However, only one third of the
students complete their studies.

Tertiary education opportunity for
young producers
Tertiary education at a university or agricultural college is not possible for many young
producers as a result of practical or financial reasons. But there is a solution to their
problem.
 By Emmie Pietersen
Director: Peritum Group

T

he Free State Red Meat Producer
Organisation voiced concern
in 2012 about the number of
enthusiastic young farmers in
South Africa missing the opportunity for
tertiary education. The reality is that many
a young farmer who wants to qualify him
or her in an agri-related field, is unable to
attend a university on a full-time basis for
one of three reasons.
In SA many young farmers are already
actively involved in farming when they
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leave school. This could be due to the
extent of the farming operations, the
death of a parent or simply because he/
she does not want to waste more time but
wants to pursue his/her passion immediately.
The costs relating to full time studies at
a tertiary institution are also a huge challenge for many young farmers, particularly
in view of the poor economy and droughts
over the past few years.
In other instances, young learners prefer a study environment with a practical
curriculum rather than a purely academic
approach and, due to the collapse of
quality education offered by agricultural

colleges, there are no opportunities. The
ASUF report on the state of education
in South Africa indicated that, although
approximately 1 500 new students register
at agricultural colleges every year, a mere
170 graduate annually and only one third
of the students complete their studies.
The Peritum Agri Institute, a private
college for agricultural studies, answered
the call and developed part-time studies which offer an opportunity to young
people who are interested in agriculture
to obtain a formal National Diploma in
Animal Production or Grain Production on
a part-time basis.
The curriculum consists of seven

HUMAN RESOURCES

Practice makes perfect. The practical approach is important and the practice-based nature of the studies can be seen in the
assessment methods.

modules presented over 72 contact
days/12 weeks. The modules include
subjects such as: Farming Management,
Agri-markets and Marketing, Personnel
Management, Infrastructure and Resource
Management, Farming Technology and
Mechanisation and Financial Management
and Entrepreneurial Farming Management.
The animal production or grain production
modules of the respective programmes
are extensive and are presented over five
study weeks. It covers the full spectrum
of production practices. The diploma is
obtained over a period of 24 months by
attending 12 study schools from one week
each to six and eight weeks.
The programme has a practical
approach. It offers learners the opportunity to undergo practical training by specialist presentations by technical, livestock
and wool advisors, agronomists and plant
nutrition experts, agricultural engineers
and grain specialists. Interesting new
developments in agriculture, such as the
application of drone technology, are also
investigated by students and practical
sessions are held. These practice-focused
study sessions involve expert speakers,

best practice farm visits, supplementary
courses, animal or plant nutrition programmes/models, demonstrations and
visits/investigations into marketing houses
and agencies.
The practice-focused nature of the
studies is continued with in the assessment methodology in respect of both
diplomas. Every student is expected to
compile a comprehensive portfolio in
respect of every learning module, demonstrating his/her expertise regarding the
contents of the module. This portfolio is
then the instrument used to evaluate the
learner. The composition of the portfolios
is important and requires commitment
from the student and it has the added
benefit that no formal exams are written.
The first group of students completed the programme in 2014 and received
diplomas - a 100% success rate. Since
then five new programmes have been
launched and hundreds of learners have
obtained diplomas, underwritten by the
South African government.
The Peritum Agri Institute concluded
an agreement with Aeres University in
the Netherlands in 2018. This agreement

offers our students an opportunity to
investigate best practices in production
models by means of exchange lecturers
and exchange students. Peritum College
students also have the opportunity to
apply to be included in the exchange
programme, which includes visits to the
Netherlands.
Top students on our diploma programmes are treated annually by John
Deere Sub-Saharan Africa to a best practice visit to the John Deere head office,
distribution centre and even an international factory.
A further attempt to make the Peritum
Agri Institute more accessible for
agri-students, is the fee structure. The
programme fees include everything and
no additional fees are charged for books,
practical exams, etcetera. The course
fees can also be paid off over 24 months
by means of affordable monthly payments.
For more information regarding the
diploma studies, contact Odette
Shepperson at marketing@peritumagri.com or at 051-4511120.
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PROMOTION

Cascade ontwikkel
kwaliteit produkte

D

ie Cascade reeks pompe en toerusting is ontwikkel
om vir die plaaslike mark ’n bekostigbare, kwaliteit
reeks beskikbaar te stel.
CASCADE is ’n Prodist geregistreerde handelsmerk. Dit onderstreep waarde vir geld, eenvoudige installasie en
gemak van gebruik. Kenmerke wat bydra tot die gehalte van die
produk, is die brons stuwers (impellers), koper motor windings,
swaar gietyster konstruksie en termiese oorlaai beskerming.
Hierdie eienskappe is standaard op die volledige reeks.
Die VSD’s (veranderlike spoed aandrywings) en ander
elektroniese toerusting word toegerus met kritiese lading komponente van Duitse oorsprong. Dit verseker duursaamheid in
strawwe Suid-Afrikaanse toestande met sy onvoorspelbare elektrisiteit toevoer.
Hierdie reeks is deur Prodist ontwikkel in samewerking met
vervaardigers wat die pas aangee in die Europese mark. Dit is
deeglik plaaslik getoets voordat dit in 2017 bekendgestel is. Die
Cascade reeks, met ’n omvattende een jaar kwaliteitswaarborg,
word gerugsteun deur ’n landswye handelaarsnetwerk en ’n
goed toegeruste herstelsentrum. ’n Volledige reeks onderdele is
plaaslik beskikbaar.
Die reeks Cascade pompe is die ideale oplossing om waterdruk te verhoog of te stabiliseer. Dit word tipies gebruik by
installasies vir watervoorsiening, soos by woonhuise, arbeiders
huise, gastehuise en hotelle. Dit is ook geskik as deel van ’n
reënwater herwinning installasie, tuinbesproeiing en algemene
besproeiing.
Cascade het nou ook sy
eie webwerf! Besoek gerus
www.cascadepumps.
co.za vir meer produkinligting. Pompe kurwes
ook elektronies hier
beskikbaar. Praat
saam, Cascade het
sy eie Facebook blad
ook! Besoek gerus @
cascadewaterpumps
en laaik ons.
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Die impak van huweliksbedelings
op koop- en verkoopreëlings
 Deur Lucas Coetsee
Liberty Regspesialis

HUWELIKE IN GEMEENSKAP
VAN GOEDERE
Toestemming tot die koop- en
verkoopooreenkoms

D

ie huweliksmaats het elk hul eie
100% onverdeelde aandeel in
die hele boedel. Dit beteken
dat die vrou (byvoorbeeld) net
soveel die eienaar van die man se aandele
is, soos wat hy is. Dit is van kritiese belang
dat sy skriftelik toestem tot die koop- en
verkoopooreenkoms ingevolge artikel 15
van die Wet op Huweliksgoedere, want as
sy dit nie doen nie, en hy wegval, kan dit
’n hindernis skep om die bepalings van die
koop- en verkoopooreenkoms daadwerklik
af te dwing.
HUWELIKE IN GEMEENSKAP VAN
GOEDERE OF HVK
Die nie-besigheidseienaargade sterf
sonder ’n testament of bemaak al die
bates van haar boedel aan ’n derde party
Veronderstel man en vrou is getroud
GVG (Gemeenskap van Goedere). Hy is
’n aandeelhouer in ’n maatskappy en sy
aandele is R10 miljoen werd. Hulle het
ander bates, maar die grootste deel van
die welvaart word verteenwoordig deur
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hierdie aandeelhouding.
Wat gebeur as die vrou sou sterf en sy
het nie ’n geldige testament gehad nie, of
as sy haar deel van die boedel byvoorbeeld nalaat aan haar kinders wat uit ’n
vorige verhouding gebore is?
As sy geen testament gehad het nie,
sal haar boedel (wat uit hul gesamentlike
boedel bestaan, insluitende “sy” besig
heidsbelang) deur middel van intestate
erfopvolging in gelyke dele aan hom en
haar nasate oorgedra word, mits hy mins
tens R250 000 kry. Hulle kinders kon
moontlik eienaarskap van ’n deel van die
man se aandele verkry. Stel jou voor wat
sy mede-aandeelhouers se verrassing (en
ontsteltenis!) sal wees.
As sy ’n geldige testament gehad het,
maar alles of ’n gedeelte van haar boedel
word aan haar kinders nagelaat (die risiko
van hierdie gebeurtenis is die grootste
waar die kinders uit ’n ander verhouding
gebore is), dan kan presies dieselfde ding
gebeur.
As ons dieselfde stel feite hierbo aanvaar, behalwe dat die partye met HVK
getroud is (en die aanwas nie uitgesluit
is nie), sal die gebrek aan ’n testament
of indien die nie-besigheidseienaargade
geheel of gedeeltelik haar aandeel in die
aanwas aan iemand anders as haar man
nalaat, kan dit dieselfde rampspoedige
gevolg hê. Weereens kan die besigheids

eienaargade homself in ’n posisie bevind
waar hy finansiering moet verkry om sy
kinders/stiefkinders uit sy eie besigheid
te koop!
HOE SPREEK JY DIÉ PROBLEME AAN?
• Verseker dat die gade ’n geldige testament het;
• Die gade het ’n reg op testeervryheid
en kan haar boedel bemaak aan wie
sy behaag. Maak seker dat die besig
heidseggenoot voldoende likiditeit het
om haar erfgename uit te koop, indien
nodig;
• In die geval van GVG kan u ’n eensydig koop-en verkoopooreenkoms
tussen die gades oorweeg, waar sy
saamstem om haar belang in die
besigheid aan hom te verkoop, wat
dan sal verseker dat daar kontant in
haar boedel is om die erfgename te
betaal;
• Indien getroud HVK, kan u oorweeg
om die besigheid en alle toekomstige
groei in die besigheid van die aanwas uit te sluit. Dit sal van toepassing
wees op daardie sake-eienaars wat ’n
huwelik oorweeg (te laat vir diegene
wat reeds getroud is). Om te verseker
dat die nie-besigheidsgade nie ernstig
benadeel word nie, mag u ’n bedrag
geld of ander bate aan haar skenk om
die speelveld te balanseer.
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PART II

Farming debt

Steps to improve the financial position of a farming enterprise
According to statistics issued by the National Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, farming debt increased by approximately R34 689 million, or 30%, during the
period 2014 to 2017. It is further expected that debt levels will reach the R160 000 million
mark during 2018, which would imply a debt burden of approximately 35%.
 By Johan du Toit
Manager: Senwes
Agri-Economic Services

M

easured against generally
accepted norms, it gravitates
towards the high side. It
should be seen against the
background of a slowing down (even a
decrease) in land prices, stricter monetary
policy and political uncertainty.
Every farming enterprise has a unique
set of circumstances and it is therefore
important to determine the impact thereof
on the financial position as accurately as
possible rather than to
generalise.

ADDRESSING PROBLEMS OF A
LONG-TERM NATURE
 A farming enterprise does not run into
trouble overnight and, as a result, longterm problems require more drastic
steps, which normally relate to structural
adjustments, such as:
i.

Phasing out of non-profitable components and expansion of more profitable components - analyse margin
of profit/margins and carefully consider long-term market prospects/
potential of other business components being considered.

ii. Obtain capital injection by means
of, inter alia:
a.		equity partner
b. selling of non-farming or luxury
		assets

c.		scaling down of existing farming
		units, with the objective of remai-
		ning units being sustainable units
d. investigate selling and lease-back
		of a portion of the land and/or
		herds.
 Other options which relate to structural
changes are:
i. Investigate methods of inceasing
income;
a. evaluate efficiency and profata		bility of current business compo		nents on an individual basis;
b.		additional income streams 		utilisation of surplus capacity, e.g.
		doing contractor work, leasing of
		underutilised or unutilised land;
c.		re-evaluate production efficiency
		- produce more with the same
		inputs or the same with less
		inputs.
ii. Investigate addition of value in value
chain (vertical integration forward
and/or backwards) in order to
strengthen profit margins. Principle
- additional income must exceed
cost of value addition. The drafting
of a well-considered business plan
is important.
iii. Investigate total operating cost
structure (focus on the 20% cost
items which represent 80% of opera-
ting costs:
a. can variable production-expenses
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		 be cut without detriment to pro		 duction? - put out on tender,
		 negotiate discount, etcetera.
b. revisit fixed/overhead production
		 expenses (e.g. human resources 		 evaluate productivity, asset
		 insurance - comprehensive
		 versus essential accounting fees
		 - renegotiate or put out on tender,
		 maintenance of total vehicle fleet,
		etcetera).
c. investigate desirability of the out
		 sourcing of certain activities which
		 require extensive capital invest		ment.
d. investigate whether rental amounts
		 are realistic and renegotiate where
		necessary.
e. implement a proper record-kee		 ping system for effective cost
		control.
iv.
Bring about a lower risk profile by
		 considering the following, inter
		alia:
a. obtain access to economies of
		 scale by investigating possibility of
		 co-operation agreements.
b. build up capital reserves to stabi		 lise cash flow during difficult
		 years - make principle decision to
		 invest a portion of profits in liquid
		 assets - e.g. money market, fixed
		 deposits, taking up of flexi-bond
		reserves.
c. diversification, whether by means
		 of combination of business units
		 and/or geographically - bear
		 management capacity in mind
		 - no more than four business
		 components is set as general
		 guideline. The value which a beef

		 component holds for a predomi		 nantly crop farming business, was
		 proved once again over the past
		 few seasons.
d. contract cultivation (production
		 or pre-season contracts) with
		 reliable and well-established
		 off-takers for at least a portion of
		 total production - guarantees
		 market access and information,
		 production credit, minimum or
		 guaranteed price.
e. investigate low risk marketing/
		 grain price strategy, e.g. minimum
		 price contract (MM) = guaranteed
		 floor price, deferred price con		 tract, basis price contract.
		 Gradual contracting as harvest
		 certainty is confirmed - 1/3, 1/3,
		 1/3 or ¼,¼,¼,¼. Strive towards
		 realisation of a good average
		 price over time.
f.		 where essential replacement of
		 expensive capital equipment has
		 to be done, consider acquisition
		 of good second-hand equipment
		 backed by the necessary guaran		 tees. Guard against tax tempta		 tions - remember, you still have to
		 pay an annual premium!
g. calculate required break-even
		 turnover as well as weighted
		 probable maximum debt burden
		 which can be serviced by current
		 farming unit. Plan composition of
		 income and utilisation of foreign
		 capital accordingly.
h. future capital expansion - make
		 sure that current farming units
		 are already functioning at opti
		 mum production level (maximum
		 profit) before any expansion is

		 considered. If justified, the loan
		 amount in the case of land acqui		 sitions should not be more than
		 70% – 80% of the productive
		value.
			 Senwes Agri-Economic Services'
		 E-Bureau analyses indicate clear		 ly that a number of farming 		
		 businesses have the opportunity
		 to improve financial performance
		 by increasing operational effi		ciency.
i.		 business structure of the
		 farming enterprise - make sure
		 that the business is being ope		 rated in the correct legal entity
		 in order to minimise the potential
		 impact of donation, capital gains
		 and estate tax on the sustaina		 bility of the enterprise. The point
		 of departure should be to keep
		 the owner's personal estate as
		 small as possible.
In conclusion - irrespective of the option(s)
being considered, it is of the utmost importance to test the potential impact of the
effect which it could have on the enterprise on the basis of an extensive viability
study. Guard against impulsive decisions.
Senwes Agri-Economic Services can assist
you with such an investigation.
For any enquiries, contact:
Johan du Toit, Manager:
Senwes AES
018 464 7543
* This article is a follow-up on the first part which
appeared in the August-September 2018 edition
of Senwes Scenario.
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2018 Financial Year Concluded
With Annual General Meeting
By Elmarie Joynt
Senwes Group Company Secretary
and Chief Legal Counsel

S

enwes (and Senwesbel) held
their annual general meetings
on Wednesday, 22 August 2018.
Although an annual statutory
formality, the meeting is always a highlight
in concluding a financial year, especially
in the light of the good results of the company.
The 2018 annual financial statements
were duly presented and Steve Booysen,
James Botha and Simon Mohapi were
re-elected as independent non–executive directors on the board. The Senwes
shareholders adopted all the resolutions
with average voting percentages of 99%
and also confirmed the recommended final
dividend of 27 cents per share, which was

paid on 31 August 2018.
Ernst & Young was reappointed as
auditors with Derek Engelbrecht, who
will be acting as the senior audit partner
as from the 2019 audit in stead of Mike
Herbst, who retired by rotation as required
by legislation. In accordance with statutory requirements, the members also elec
ted the Audit Committee.
All the special resolutions were adop
ted in terms of which the board remuneration (non-executive directors) was
approved and authority was granted for
the acquisition of the company's own
shares in terms of the provisions of the
prevailing statutory measures.
The company’s Memorandum of
Incorporation was also amended to delete
the requirement that proxies need to be
submitted 48 hours before a meeting.
Proxies may from now on be delivered
any time before a shareholders meeting.

SENWESBEL MEETING
The shareholders of the holding company, Senwesbel, were also informed of the
progress with Senwes' strategy and the
intended plans in dealing with the Senwes
investment in Senwesbel.
All the resolutions proposed were
adopted.
This year Senwesbel shareholders
were also afforded the opportunity to
receive a cash dividend or, per election, a
scrip dividend (shares in lieu of cash).
Seventy four shareholders elected
to receive the scrip dividend, resulting
in 916 992 new ordinary shares being
issued to those shareholders who selec
ted this option, which entails, a 0,8%
increase in the issued share capital of
Senwesbel.
For further particulars refer to: www.
https://www.zarx.co.za/zaps
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GRAIN BROKERS

Senwes Grain Brokers

New JSE membership
 By Frans Dreyer
Manager: Senwes Graanmakelaars

A REGULATORY STRUCTURAL
CHANGE WAS NECESSARY
Senwes Graanmakelaars (Pty) Limited
(Graanmakelaars) was formally admitted as a member of the JSE Agricultural
Derivatives Market on Monday, 20 August
2018. The JSE trading code allocated to
Graanmakelaars, is SWGM. The separate
positioning of Senwes Graanmakelaars
as a member was required in accordance with certain amendments to the
JSE rules in terms of which Senwes
Graanmakelaars, acting on behalf of clients, has to be an independent member
of the JSE. The objective of the JSE rule
amendments in this regard was to ensure
that the interests of clients were protected
by setting clear boundaries and making
a distinction between the types of trading
by specific members of the JSE.
What are the roles of Senwes Limited
(SWKM) and Senwes Graanmakelaars
(Pty) Limited (SWGM)?
Firstly you can rest assured that the regulatory changes will not have any effect on the
manner in which your hedging and trading
have been done at Senwes over time.
Senwes Market Access, which includes the
grain marketing consultants (procurement)
and the unique Basislink basis trading system, will still function under the (Senwes)
SWKM-membership. The only difference
is that roles will be divided in that SWKM
will be a non-broking member of the JSE
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and Senwes Graanmakelaars will fulfil
the role of broking member. All existing
JSE-accounts created under the SWKMmembership, will be transferred to SWGM
(Graanmakelaars). There will be no change
in the manner in which brokerage clients
will obtain access to the market via their
JSE-accounts.
It is specifically confirmed that the following will remain unchanged:
• All personnel involved with
Graanmakelaars will move to the new
member SWGM and existing client/broker relationships will not be affected;
• Your brokerage fee structure will
remain unchanged;
• The same broker services will still be
rendered;
• The offices will remain within the
Senwes Head Office in Klerksdorp, but
physical access to Graanmakelaars will
be controlled by means of access control structures in future;
• The current telephone numbers will
remain unchanged.
WHAT CAN SENWES
GRAANMAKELAARS OFFER ME?
Graanmakelaars provides access for all
clients with a JSE-account to the different
commodities available in the agricultural produce market. The bigger role of
Graanmakelaars in respect of market
access is to increase synergy and to create an opportunity for producers, consumers and speculators to hedge or to utilise
potential market opportunities.
Graanmakelaars also fulfils a sup-
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porting role, in co-operation with market
access analytical services, to compile
market information reports on a daily
basis. The reports are available on the
Senwes website at no cost and clients
can also subscribe to these daily reports
via MySenwes (https://www2.senwes.
co.za/af-ZA/MySenwes/Login/).
However, the source which facilitates
access to market information remains the
Senwes Grainlink application where realtime market information and price updates
are made available free of charge.
Senwes Graanmakelaars also has its own
Twitter profile which can be found by
entering @SGBrokers on Twitter.
Graanmakelaars is committed to rendering an excellent service, aimed at the
client, within the bigger Senwes vision
of non-negotiable commitment to ethical
values. We are looking forward to being
of service via our new JSE-membership.
Should you have any further enquiries in
this regard, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Manager: Frans Dreyer
frans.dreyer@senwes.co.za
(018) 464 7786
Brokers:
Marcel Lombard
marcel.lombard@senwes.co.za
018 464 7722
Handre van Heerden
handre.vanheerden@senwes.co.za
018 464 7197
Bennie Scheepers
bennie.scheepers@senwes.co.za
018 464 7554
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Profitability of crops
Make hedging decisions
together with plant decisions
When the new planting season commences, decisions have to be taken on the crops to be
planted, based on the relative profitability of the different crops. In order to ensure profitability, hedging decisions have to be made at the same time (for more information in this
regard, see the articles in the previous editions of Senwes Scenario).
By Hansie Swanepoel
Senwes Market Analyst

A

SEASONAL TRENDS
s the production season progresses, the market responds
to current fundamental factors.
Should a dry period be predicted during a critical time of the production
season, the market should respond by an
increase in prices.
Patterns form over years which clearly
indicate periods during which hedging can
be done at better levels than other times.
The challenge is that a fundamental problems such as drought, usually drive the
market, which makes hedging decisions
very difficult. See the July white maize seasonal trend below.
It is evident from the graph above that
the first seasonal opportunity traditionally
arises during November (planting time).
During the period, when production
certainty is low, it would be sensible to
approach hedging by means of mimum
prices (put options). Producers are inclined
to hedge one third of expected production
during this time, while some hedge enough
to pay for input costs.
The next opportunity arises during
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February-March (pollination time), which is
mostly at the same time as the traditional
midsummer drought. Producers who have
more production certainty at this stage,
may consider buying back the minimum
prices bought during planting time and taking fixed prices instead. This consideration
will, however, depend on the difference
between the premium paid and the premium which can be recouped with the resale.
Alternatively the next third of production
can be hedged by means of fixed prices.

The last third is left until approximately
May (harvest time), but producers are also
inclined to make sure of the final tonnages harvested before the last production
portion is marketed. The traditional price
increase from July to December is, however, utilised by producers to a large extent
in the form of deferred pricing or derivative instruments, by means of which the
upward potential can be utilised.
The above strategy offers the opportunity to utilise various opportunities in the

Graph 1: The longterm July contract white maize price and
2019 price movement on Safex.

Source:Thys Grobbelaar

MARKETS

market. A conservative approach ensures
that adjustments can be made continuously to the tonnages being hedged and that
more tons than realistically expected, are
not hedged.
FACTORS TO BE MONITORED
The factors which will probably play a
significant role in domestic prices, are discussed below.
Exchange rate
The domestic market is sensitive for movement in the rand/dollar exchange rate. This
rate has a huge impact on imports and
exports, which determine the bands within
which the local market should theoretically
trade.
The rand is currently in a downward
phase, mainly due to poor economic
prospects on the local front and a strong
American dollar. The weaker currency
results in local commodities being more
competitive internationally and it stimulates
exports.
Any extraordinary movements (as seen
recently, up to R1,30/dollar in one day)
can be used, should a hedging decision
be made at that stage.
El Niño
The El Niño effect has a huge impact
on rainfall, particularly during the critical
time around December - February. An El
Niňo effect impacts particularly the western production area. Although the time of
rainfall is more important than the quantity
of rain, concern about a possible drought
could be made worse by the presence of
an El Niño event.
The expectations in respect of an El
Niño event for the summer season, are
indicated below:
It is evident that the probability of an El

Graph 2: El Niño probability.
Niňo for the coming season is very strong.
The effect of an El Niňo for this season is
not expected to be very severe, but the
presence thereof could result in an overreaction in the market as a result of predicted dry conditions.
Plantings
Uncertainty about planting levels could
drive prices in the coming season. The
function of the market is to incentivise
producers to plant, despite the risk of,
for instance, drought. However, certain
additional factors may result in more
uncertainty during the coming season.
These factors include the relatively better profitability of sunflower, uncertainty
regarding the land issue, concern about
a possible El Niňo, producer cash flow
being under pressure, etcetera. It must be
borne in mind that the market is driven by
uncertainty and that one has to look past
all these uncertainties, to profitability, in
order to determine when hedging should
be done.
Closing stock
Although significant closing stock levels
in respect of maize are still expected,
the impact of exports and increased
consumption levels can not be ignored.
Consumption and exports are currently
at high levels. Should these levels remain

Source:IRI

higher than expected, prices may move
away from export parity levels, which will
ensure more certainty about domestic
stock levels.
In respect of oilseeds, an excess of
soybeans is still expected. Domestic
press capacity is not sufficient to process
total production levels. The sunflower
situation is, however, totally different. The
sunflower consumption rate is very high
and there is a possibility of stock levels
being very low towards the end of the
season.
IN SUMMARY
The domestic market will probably be
driven by uncertainty during planting time
(and even later). One should look past
these uncertainties when deciding about
hedging. The hedging strategy should be
planned in advance and can be adjusted
dynamically according to new market
information. Please phone you grain
marketing consultant or Safex broker for
assistance in this regard.

Lees ’n artikel deur Johan
van den Berg, klimatoloog
van Santam Landbou, oor die
El Niňo-weerstelsel. Volg die
skakel http://fwd2.co/santam
of skandeer die QR kode.
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THE KING OF CONTENT

Video is leading the
online charge
By Johan Le Grange
Digital Content Specialist

E

ver heard the saying 'why stand if you can sit or sit if
you can lie down?' The same concept applies when it
comes to digital media where one could ask the question: Why would you read if you can listen or listen if you
can watch?
Yes, news articles on blogs and websites still have their place
in online media and podcasts and audio clips are doing the
rounds, becoming more and more popular, but video is king of
content online. Whether it’s short interviews, tutorials, testimonials,
live streams, product endorsements or vlogs (video blogs), video
has skyrocketed in the last year and is definitely here to stay.
Sharing the right message in the right format, at the right
time, on the wrong platform won’t get you anywhere. A recent
study conducted by HubSpot (an inbound marketing and sales
platform) showed that Facebook (founded in 2004) is the most
popular social network worldwide when ranked by the number of
active users (2,2 billion), with YouTube (founded in 2005) secu
ring the second spot (1,9 billion) and WhatsApp (founded in
2009) finishing off the top 3 with 1,5 billion active users.
When zooming in on video, YouTube on the other hand, has
been adopted by marketers as the most widely-used video
channel. According to Wyzowl’s   2018 State of Video Marketing
Survey, 87% of marketers share their content on YouTube compared to the 68% of marketers publishing video content on
Facebook.
As consumer demand for visual content increases and social
media platforms prioritise video in the midst of ever-evolving
smartphones, we at Senwes are determined to bring you even
more video content at the highest standards.
We would like you to send us a short video of any
innovative farming practice that you’re conducting.
Whether it’s a creative workaround or an adopted
timesaving idea, we are looking for the best boer-maak-’n-plan
video. WhatsApp the videos to 076 142 4640.

GARDENING

Get ready for the

season of kings

Summer is finaly here and gardeners have done their pruning. Compost has been
worked into the soil and beds prepared for the planting of summer plants, flowers and
vegetables.
By Carl Kirstein
Gardening Expert

I

t is now the time to put your lawns on
the right track for the summer. Cut
lawns very short and if the lawn is not
level, fill it up with a top dressing. It is
also good to aerate the lawn with a spiked
roller or by making holes in the lawn with
a garden fork.
Good fertiliser or a layer of manure
will ensure that your grass shoots green
sprouts in no time. Remember to water
well after manuring. A beautiful lawn is
the most important element of a beautiful
garden.
Perennials such as Clivias and

Agapanthus can still be planted. Clivias
are flowering now and it is a good time
to visit your garden centre to see exactly which colour you are buying. All the
favourites are available by now. Plan your
garden by creating focus points.
Fertilise aggressively and make
sure that you place a layer of mulch in
your flowerbeds to keep the soil cool
and to prevent evaporation. It will save
you money and water in the long run.
Remember, water is valuable and less
does not become more.
Nothing beats organic vegetables, fruit
and herbs. I suggest that you convert
part of your garden into a food paradise.
Tomatoes, lettuce, spinach, beans and
brinjals are easy to grow and look attrac-

tive and it gives endless pleasure when
picked fresh from the garden. As far as
herbs are concerned, oregano, thyme,
mint and basil are a must. You could even
plant these in pots close to the kitchen for
easy access. Mint likes a lot of water, so
place the pot under a tap to keep it wet.
Please remember not to plant any plant
deeper than the level at which it is planted
in its current bag, pot or soil.
Use as little as possible herbicides
and insecticides. There is so much advice
available regarding organic plants and
with the assistance of Google, there are
no excuses to pollute our earth. Now that
it is warmer, water your garden later to
prevent unnecessary evaporation.
Enjoy the season of kings!
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IN THE KITCHEN

Food for thought

To keep on hoping
in a tough world

I

Milanie Vosloo

n a tough world, where we are confronted by many challenges on a daily basis, it is not always easy to keep on
hoping. Or is it?

George Frederick Watts was known for his paintings which
portrayed ideas and subjects. In a time when people were
desperate to find hope, he did a painting entitled: Hope. It portrays a women sitting on a globe (earth) in a fetal position. It is
dark above and around her and she holds a harp with only one
string in her hand - her head bowed in an attempt to hear music
from the one string...
People were upset about the depressing image of hope and
asked Watts about it. “You are not looking properly,” he said.
“Do you not see the light which falls on her from the front? That
is you. You, looking at life and seeing the darkness and then
choosing to shine the little bit of light or a lot of light which is
still inside of you, onto others. And yes, it is dark around her,
but look carefully and you will see the tiny speck of a single
star above her head. That is the splinter of hope which always
shines somewhere. And look: "Can you see how she focuses
on the one string that is left? How she keeps on looking for the
music?” What was Watts trying to say?
 You have the light in you. For this reason, you can shine your
light onto others, even in the dark.
 Hope is often hidden under a cloud of darkness. Be the one
to look deeper and see the little splinter of hope.
 Hope is to - despite all the broken strings in your life - keep
on focusing on the one string of the harp of your life... and to
hear its music.
When your hope is covered by darkness and you have trouble
in seeing anything beautiful, remember: The Light which conquered despair a long time ago, is inside you. Under the cloak
of darkness which covers you, is a shining piece of grace. Hold
on to it and know, the music is still there. Keep your ear to the
ground and listen carefully. You may just manage to keep on
dancing... when few others can.
Lord, please help me to look for Your kind of hope.

Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers
Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers. One lucky reader can win a
copy of Hoop wat kaalvoet loop, 101 devotions filled with hope and
inspiration. SMS Senwes, Cum, your name, telephone number
and e-mail address to 31022 on or before 30 November 2018.
Standard sms-tariffs will apply and no Senwes group employees may enter. Visit the
website www.senwes.co.za for comprehensive competition rules.
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Pear and pecan
nut cake
IT IS RECOMMENDED that you do not make this cake. Once
your people have tasted it, they will pester you to make it for every
opportunity and sometimes just because it is so tasty, which is not
good for the figure.
DOUGH
125 g grounded pecan nuts (most bakery shops stock pecan nut
flour)
345 ml (190 g) flour
pinch of salt
155 g butter
95 ml castor sugar
FILLING
1 tin (825 g) of pears, well drained
1 tin of caramel condensed milk
250 ml cream
5 ml vanilla
2 desert spoons of castor sugar
• Mix butter and castor sugar well.
• Sift flour and ground pecan nuts into butter mixture until it
forms a dough.
• Cover and place in fridge for 30 minutes.
• Divide dough into three equal portions.
• Draw 3 circles of 22-24 cm in diameter on baking paper or
sprayed foil.
• Push a layer of dough into each circle.
• Bake for 10-12 minutes at 180°C until golden brown.
• Handle layers of cake with a flat object to prevent the layers
from breaking.
• Allow to cool.
• Spread a layer of condensed milk on each of the layers of cake.
• Cut the well-drained pears into flat wedges.
• Whip cream with vanilla, a pinch of salt and castor sugar until it
keeps its form.
• Place one layer of cake on a serving plate, put a layer of pears
on the cake and spread a third of the cream over the pears.
• Place second layer of cake on top, repeat pears and cream;
• Do the same with the third layer of cake.
• Decorate to taste.

DIE TYD IS
NOU OM JOU
WAARDEVOLLE
OES TE BESKERM

Met oeste wat so waardevol is en die natuur wat toenemend onvoorspelbaar
word, is dit nou belangriker as ooit om hulle te beskerm. Dit is waarom jy
oesversekering nodig het wat die onvoorspelbaarheid uit jou boerdery haal.
Old Mutual Insure Agri het die kennis om boere teen hael, droogte en ryp te
beskerm. So, maak nie saak wat jou behoefte is nie, weet dat ons agter jou
staan, met elke tree wat jy gee.
Vir deskundige advies, raadpleeg jou makelaar of besoek ominsure.co.za

DOEN DIE ONGELOOFLIKE ELKE DAG
Alle produkte word onderskryf deur Old Mutual Insure, ‘n Gemagtigde Finansiële Diensverskaffer (FDV12)
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Kry jou plaastoerusting
aanlyn
Gekoppelde toerusting, gekoppelde insigte en John Deere
Connected Support™ – koppel jou aan jou winslyn.

John Deere Precision Ag-toerusting

kan nou geﬁnansier word met
‘n deposito van so laag as 0%,
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Finansiering gebou vir jou
*Bepalings en voorwaardes geld (beskikbaar by www.deere.com/sub-saharan/en).
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